
Worlds Plot 311 

Chapter 311: 8.38 First Blue Star - Beehive 

[Ping! You have killed three mid-level zergs and one high-level zerg. Your team had gained 1900 KP. Your 

total KP is 2900. Work Hard!] 

Tang San said, "Wow~ 2900 KP!" 

"Hm? One High-level Zerg? Did we kill one?" asked Tang Yi. 

Then everyone looked around and saw Feng Jing smiling and waving his hand towards them while sitting 

at a large tree branch not far from them. Then they noticed that Feng Wu was missing. 

Qu Yul asked, "Where is A'Wu?" 

"Isn't he supposed to be with Lord Jing?" Lin Yven said. 

As they were talking Feng Wu reappeared from behind Feng Jing holding a plate of biscuits for his lord. 

"My lord, here are your snacks," said Feng Wu. 

Seeing the usual interaction between the two, the rest of the team was confused. They still haven't 

found who killed the high-level zerg in their team while they are busy killing the middle-level ones. Only 

the innocent Solaris Vega asked without hesitation. 

Solaris Vega asked, "Leader, did you kill a high-level zerg just now?" 

"Hm? Not me. I ask A'Wu to kill it. You guys were busy and might panic if it suddenly appeared here as it 

was approaching. So, I had A'Wu eliminate it." replied Feng Jing with a gentle smile as always. "Unless 

the situation allows, I will not get involved again. So make sure to check your surroundings with spirit 

energy or with the mapping program okay?" 

"Okay~" answered Solaris Vega while the others nodded their heads in agreement. 

Qu Yeon commanded, "Five minutes rest. We will continue after that." 

Everyone took a seat somewhere untainted by the blood of the zerg. They took some snacks Feng Jing 

shared for the rest of the team and moved out once again after the break duration had ended. On their 

way, they had killed a few more ant-type low leveled zergs and in the end, found a beehive. 

The beehive is unlike the usual ones. This is big and has an eerie appearance. The honeycomb-shaped 

for each hole is made of unknown black-colored material but there's a small opening in it that would 

allow one to enter the interior of the beehive. But living deep inside the comb is the bee queen. This 

queen is a high-level bee-type zerg who gave birth to more than a thousand low and mid-level bee zerg. 

Right now a few distances away from this beehive are Feng Jing's group led by Qu Yeon. They had just 

sent in drones with an invisible option made by Solaris Vega inside and made a plan for this invasion. But 

before that, they first need to scout the number of their enemies. 

They've waited half a day for the drones to survey the whole beehive in a hidden pon not far from the 

house of the bee zergs. They rested over to the place waiting for the result of the drones' spying. While 



waiting for it, they decided to make some dinner and relax for the rest of the day. They had been 

hunting nonstop ever since they entered the middle region. 

Creating a single bonfire to keep the team warm, they've surrounded it with some portable tents. Those 

who were in support positions were doing the cooking as both the sentinels and the guides had been 

overworked for the whole day. Among the team, the only one who hadn't suffered from fatigue is Feng 

Jing who acted like the team's salted fish the whole time. Feng Wu would sometimes help whenever 

there is a high-level zerg. In one whole morning, their team had accumulated at least 10,000 KP and is 

currently ranked first in the KP Group List. 

While Solaris Vega, Lin Yven, and the Shi brothers, Shi Wen, and Shi Lou were busy cooking, Tang Si, Si 

Shen, and Wu Liu had checked the other's injuries for that day. Now there are some parts of Qu Yeon 

and the rest of the team that is covered in white bandages. Their injuries aren't that bad but it was just a 

bit deep. With the healing serum provided by the logistics of their team, these kinds of wounds would 

be able to heal with one sleep. 

Among the Sentinels, Han Ling had the most wounds as he is a berserker who had been fighting in a 

trance-like fury mode forgetting even himself sometimes in the middle of the battle. Si Shen is now 

scolding this idiot Sentinel of his as he treated his wounds. 

Han Ling was a bit twitching due to the pain of Si Shen's rough handling of wounds. "Ow. Oww~ 

Shen'er~ it hurts." 

"So, you do know it hurts then why would you jump in the middle of the enemy's herd. Didn't Elder 

brother Qu already tell us the plan? Please stop using your berserk mode unless it is the right time." said 

Si Shen while reprimanding his other half who likes to fight head one without thinking too much. "In the 

beehive, you must listen to the commands properly unlike this afternoon, inside that place is the main 

territory of a bee-type zerg. Do you understand me, A'Ling?" asked Si Shen. 

Like a good boy, Han Ling could only nod his head like a pecking chicken seeing his guide's serious 

expression. It would be bad if Si Shen gets angry and ignores him. For paired partners like them, 

Sentinels are clearly overly possessive of their own guide. 

Han Ling said, "I promise. I will listen properly tomorrow." 

"Brother, what do you plan for tomorrow?" asked Qu Yul. 

His elder brother, the current command leader of their group, was still busy checking on the refreshing 

map the drones are collecting. The program Feng Jing had made had been extremely useful for things 

like this one. The whole map of the beehive interior is already halfway through. After tonight, the map 

would be completed for them to use. 

"There are two phases in the plan for tomorrow. First, we will move separately in stealth. With Junior 

Solaris' bombs, we wound up placing it inside surrounding the Queen bee's chamber. To keep this covert 

operation safe, we will need to move in pairs. Guides can cause mind interference, those who have pairs 

will work close to the queen's chambers while the rest have to focus on the guards' area." explained Qu 

Yeon as he suddenly looked at Feng Jing and Feng Wu. "Please help us with this plan leader, Junior 

Feng." 



Feng Wu didn't respond with words and instead showed his agreement by nodding his head. The team 

leader of this team on the other hand kept his gentle smile and said, "Okay~ you can leave the Queen 

bee to me and focus on the guards." 

"Is this okay?" asked Qu Yeon. 

Feng Jing answered not in words but through their communication in their light brains, "Yes. The Queen 

bee is something you guys can't beat without wearing a mecha." with an entertained smile on his 

beautiful face. 

Everyone was stunned after hearing the words of their team leader. Mentioning that they couldn't 

defeat the Queen Bee unless they use mecha means that its rank is beyond high-leveled one. It can only 

be a guardian-ranked zerg or worse... a royal ranked one. 

Since he is hiding his strength, Feng Jing's replies could only be heard through their light brains, "Just be 

sure to send me a message when you finish placing all the explosives in place. Until then I will distract 

the Queen bee for you." said Feng Jing while his eyes wandered in the direction of the beehive as if 

seeing something in there. 

No one expected him to agree to such a plan after all his role is to be just an observer and protect the 

team when necessary. Since the innermost chamber will be placed for Feng Jing to work on, the rest of 

the plan can be adjusted. They talked about the plans for tomorrow after dinner. 

Meanwhile in the Queen Bee's chamber. 

The queen bee is a semi-royal ranked zerg living in Planet Citlali. Her existence is a secret that even the 

Federation didn't know of her presence. Her upper body was like humans. A soft and delicate woman's 

body with long hair, a pair of eyes even though her irises are still like that of a bee, and two slender 

human hands. Unfortunately, her lower back is still that oval-shaped striped body of a bee and 

transparent insect wings on her back. 

She is one of the descendants of the Zergs Race and the daughter of the second king of Zerg's Royal 

Family. But her current situation is not good. 

A half-humanoid bee was struck directly to the walls of its chambers before it could even ask for help. Its 

mouth, arms, and wings were tied in an unknown string that prevented it from calling its subordinates. 

Moreover, her antennas were pulled off as well. She is the queen bee who possessed strength that 

could almost rival those with royal blood in their race. 

In front of her, seated by the ridges of the honeycomb window stares in a certain direction as if seeing 

someone he knew there. His features were like those of humans. Long azure hair tied up behind his 

head wearing an article of pure black clothing which highlighted his slender body structure. He looks 

delicate and beautiful at the same time. Yes, the presence he gives away is relaxing at the same time 

powerful. With a gentle smile on his face, his emerald green eyes were staring at the horizons beyond 

the window. 

This beautiful man with azure hair murmured, "I wonder if my message reached you my adorable little 

one~" 

--- 



When the sun had risen the next day, every team in the competition had restarted their hunting once 

again. Feng Jing and his team took a while in preparations as the scout drones Solaris Vega had let out 

last night returned at dawn. The team had to finalize their plan before they headed to the beehive. 

Everyone is now fully geared in black and these armors had the capabilities of stealth installed on them. 

The mechanics and technicians worked all night for this invisibility option which also covers their human 

scent and the sound of their footsteps. Today, they had to infiltrate the beehive, place the explosives in 

position, and run away afterward. 

Qu Yeon looked at his teammates and said, "Let's go." 

"Yes!" 

Everyone collectively replied before their figures disappeared upon the activation of the invisibility 

options of their gears. They are now finally entering the inside of the huge black beehive which houses 

more than 1000 zergs of all levels. Their mission is to eliminate all zergs inside the beehive and destroy 

this huge nest. The Kill Points needed to win the competition can only be accumulated by killing zergs on 

this island and this hive just happened to become the target of Feng Jing and his team. 

On the other hand, that human-like figure with azure-colored hair smiles brightly seeing the arrival of 

Feng Jing and his team. His emerald irises showed joy upon spotting the one figure he had been missing 

for a decade. 

"Hm~ I will be meeting you soon, Xiao Jing~" murmured the man with the hair color of the sky. 

Chapter 312: 8.39 First Blue Star - Inside the Beehive 

Qu Yeon and the rest of the team had successfully infiltrated the beehive. The interior of the hive is 

quite surprisingly beautiful and unique. The honeycomb was covered in tinted filmed windows where 

one could see what is outside but those from the other side could not see what is inside. There are 

numerous bee-type zergs flying inside the hive. They vary in size and color. 

The moment everyone enters inside they've avoided bumping into any of these bees and walk inside in 

invisible mode. Unless they directly attacked anything inside the hive, no one would notice their tracks. 

They have seen different honeycombed shaped entrances that lead to different branches within the 

area. According to the map they possessed, these entrances would lead to different parts within the 

hives. 

With the plan they all had agreed on, everyone had to move separately at this point. Feng Jing stood in 

front of the largest hole and communicated with everyone through their group connection within their 

light brains. 

Feng Jing: I will be going this way. Follow the plan accordingly. I wish you all luck. 

Feng Wu: Please be careful my lord. 

Qu Yeon: I will try to work on it as fast and secretly as I can. 

Solaris Vega: Leader, please use the spare explosive I've given to you in case of emergency! 



Lin Yven: They might have storage or a warehouse here. I will also visit that place to replenish our 

resources. 

Bai Yuyan: Xiao Jing, keep your life as the top priority. 

Han Ling: Boss, hehehe~ enjoy yourself. 

Qu Yul: We will do as planned. Please tread carefully. 

Si Shen and Wu Liu: We pray for your good luck. 

Feng Jing: Do your best and increase your strength and level. I will wait for you to grow. 

Only then did the young lord of Feng disappear in front of them. They knew he had entered the largest 

path which directs to the Queen Bee's chambers. That was his destination and they knew with their 

current strength they wouldn't be able to lend him any strength. 

Seeing the true leader of their group left each of them split into pairs. They've entered different paths to 

complete their task. Now they only need to place the explosives at a certain area which would result in 

the complete destruction of the beehive where the bee-type zergs live. The ones who headed to the 

four-guard bees chambers were Feng Wu and Bai Yuyan, Qu Yeon and Tang Si, Tang Yi and Tang San 

lastly are Xue Ran and Solaris Vega while the rest of the team only need to scatter the explosives in the 

hive while Han Ling and Qu Yul's group together with their guides, Si Shen and Wu Liu, had to make 

distractions to pulled out as many bees as they could and run out of the beehive. 

At the rear entrance of the hive, Han Ling and Qu Yul deactivated their invisibility armor. Their sudden 

appearance inside the hive incurs loud screams from the bee zergs. 

Han Ling waves his spears and destroys the parts of the hive which won't affect the main pillars. 

"Hahaha~ this will be fun. Come and attack me, bugs!!!" shouted Han Ling while throwing some random 

slashes inside the hive. 

KRRIIEEK! RIEEK!! KRRIEEEEK!!! 

Qu Yul, who was holding a sword in his hand, had to squeeze his temples upon seeing his childhood 

friend acting like this. Though being a decoy is their team's job they still need to secure their escape 

route. Thankfully, the two guides who keep themselves hidden secured this path in secret. Unlike the 

two Sentinels, they do not need to directly engage with the battle but they are supporting them from 

behind while protecting their escape route. 

Han Ling and Qu Yul, surrounded by Bee-type zergs of low levels, protect each other's backs. They need 

to eliminate as many low-level zergs and pull the hatred of middle-ranked ones before running away. 

The sound of clashing and fighting as well as Han Ling's laughing and the zerg's cries mix in the area. Si 

Shen and Wu Liu held an energy gun each while supporting their sentinels in the gaps of their fighting. 

More than hundreds of low-leveled bee zergs attack the two at the same time but as a Sentinel with S 

class potential even if they are only A-class right now as long as they fight enough and gather as much 

experience they could, they should be able to increase their levels. This is the reason why Qu Yeon and 

the other seniors gave the decoy task to their team. This is to push the limits of their potential. 



The commotion made by Han Ling's group at the entrance let almost all the low-leveled bee zergs run 

out of their houses and fly over the entrance to protect their hive. What they didn't know was that few 

humans had already invaded their honeycombs. 

Lin Yven tasked him to steal the resources in the zerg's warehouse. To do that he acted as an assassin 

and immediately eliminated the two bees guarding the storage room. His movements were agile, fast, 

and precise. His daggers only need a second to behead the two guards. These two low-leveled bees zerg 

didn't even know how they died. Two bee heads roll in front of the warehouse door. 

Lin Yven murmured, "Thankfully only two low-level ones are guarding the door or I will have to use 

explosives to kill them off." 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝔪 

Then he raised his vigilance as he lightly pushed the warehouse doors and threw a sleeping gas inside. 

This sleeping gas is homemade by their genius mechanic, Solaris Vega. He also borrowed one of his small 

drones and threw it inside as well. While keeping himself in invisibility mode, he tapped on his light 

brain and checked at the recordings picked up by the small camera drone. 

Lin Yven let out a sigh when he saw a few shadow-type bee zergs littering on the ground asleep. 

"These zergs are quite smart. They have special abilities to merge with the shadows. Thankfully I threw 

in a sleeping gas that could even knock out a high-level zerg. I have to list this contribution under Xiao 

Vega's name. His gadgets look simple but deadly useful. No wonder the leader likes him quite a lot." 

mumbled Lin Yven as he once again pulled out his daggers and entered the warehouse with a gas mask 

on his face. He entered inside to finish off the sleeping shadow guards before he could collect everything 

inside. 

Once Lin Yven entered the warehouse he closed it from behind after dragging in the two headless zergs 

inside together with their detached heads. He even had time to clean up the green blood traces at the 

entrance. Afterward, he took his sweet time collecting everything inside the storage. Meanwhile, at the 

Bee Guards Chambers, the four pairs entered the room. Only to be startled to see four sleeping high-

level black armored bee zergs. They were curling in their sleep as if hibernating. 

The eight people who unexpectedly meet inside some arena-like room with four huge bees curling at 

the center had no other choice but to communicate with their central link with their light brains. 

Qu Yeon: To think that the four guardians are sleeping in the same place. 

Tang Si: This state. Are they sleeping shortly or hibernating? 

Tang San: What's the use of them sleeping like this? It's not like they are training their spiritual energy as 

a guide does. 

Feng Wu: There's a movement in spiritual qi in this place. All were converging at the center. 

Bai Yuyan: Don't tell me they could train their spiritual qi as human guides do?! 

At this comment those who knew that guides took a meditative stance like in a state of sleep to train 

their spiritual energy had all their faces turned cold and dark. If these insect aliens could really do such 

things means that even a Guardian Class Zerg was achieved by a promoted High-Class Zerg and A Royal 

Class can be achieved by a promoted guardian class zerg. Aren't these Zergs almost like humans then!? 



Solaris Vega: Senior Ran, what should we do? 

Xue Ran: Let's complete our tasks first before talking about this thing. 

Qu Yeon and the rest pulled out their weapons whether it was blades or guns everything was pulled out. 

Only Solaris Vega brought out a big drone from his storage. 

Solaris Vega: Just in case let me put them to real sleep and get them paralyzed. 

Everyone watched as the big drone flew over the four bee guard zergs and sprinkle powder-like 

substance on them. These powders were immediately absorbed into the bodies of the zerg and took 

effect in mere a few seconds. 

Tang San: These things are really effective. Where did you get it, Junior? 

Solaris Vega: Lord Jing gave it to me. He said that his clan's laboratory had made too messy things and 

the elders didn't know what to do with it. The leader took all of it in this competition and gave some to 

me. 

Hearing this reply rendered everyone speechless they couldn't help but move their heads and look at 

Feng Wu who might know the real events that took place in the Feng Household. 

Feng Wu: My lord secretly invaded the dean's warehouses and stole some personal concoctions and 

brought it all in this event to see the effect of it. Don't worry what he gave Vega are those non-lethal 

ones. 

Bai Yuyan: So there are lethal ones? 

Feng Wu: ... 

Tang Yi: Hahaha~ I never expected Lord Jing to be this naughty. 

Tang San: He isn't that much different from us in this case. We also stole some of the old men's personal 

weapons for this event. 

Tang Yi: Yeon also took some armors in the Qu Clan's warehouse on the night before the event! I helped 

him lookout. 

Qu Yeon: Cough! Shss~ don't tell them that, Si'er. 

Everyone started laughing as they already knew that these things inside the room were put to deep 

sleep even if they talk loudly they would no longer wake up unless the effect of the powders was lost. 

Qu Yeon: Okay. Let's finish our tasks first as those brats had already made a commotion but the 

entrance. 

Everyone: Okay. 

Meanwhile at the Queen Bee's chamber. 

Feng Jing had already long removed his invisibility mode the moment he entered the path towards the 

Queen's chamber. He immediately either froze or burns all the zergs he bumps too. They were all 



helpless because of the huge difference in strength. Now behind him, countless ice statues and piles of 

ashes can be seen. He was even humming as he walked calmly in the dark corridors of the zerg's house. 

Humming happily as he walks slowly. Besides Feng Jing are holographic livefeed/s that show the events 

of the children of his teammates. He had tasked the subsystem of Yue with him to do it. In short, he 

could see everything that was happening inside the beehive. This is thanks to the miniature drones he 

got from Solaris Vega. He had scattered it the moment they entered inside the hive. 

Feng Jing, "Hm~ Han Ling is enjoying his job too much. If Si Shen isn't there with him he would most 

likely use his special ability. Qu Yul is silent as always but his precision is not bad. Si Shen and Wu Liu's 

control over their spiritual energy is increasing as well. They might level up after a few more pushes. 

Eh? Lin Yven took everything in the Beehive's Warehouse. Since when did he have that many storage 

devices on him? Pfft! He looks like a locust cleaning up the grain farm not even leaving a single grain. 

Un? These brats are to compliance. They've been in the enemy's territory and dared to lower their 

guards just because their main targets have been successfully put to sleep. They didn't even notice a real 

threat watching them in secret. To think there is a real Guardian Class Zerg in this hive. We might have 

hit the jackpot for the second time. Must be because the protagonist shou is with us. His golden halo is 

too active lately. Well,~ A'Ming is there. No need to worry they wouldn't die at least." 

Seeing the huge black door in front of him, Feng Jing's face was covered with an exciting smile. 

"If there's a guardian class zerg it means there should be a royal or at least a semi-royal class zerg living 

here~" murmured Feng Jing as he lightly pushed the huge door in front of him effortlessly as if the 

thousand tons door is weightless. 

Chapter 313: 8.40 First Blue Star - Inside the Queen Chamber. 

Bee Zergs' Beehive Entrance. 

The first floor of the hive is now piling up of cut limbs and green blood of low-level zergs. Han Ling and 

Qu Yul were also covered with the blood of their enemies but they didn't care. They just had to do their 

task. No one knew how many they had killed but the small hills surrounding them are enough proof of 

their hard work. They've been fighting nonstop for half an hour parrying all attacks coming from all 

angles. Their KP team points were increasing every second. 

At the entrance of the beehive. 

Han Ling and Qu Yul were a bit out of breath but their fighting stance had never relaxed since they 

started fighting. They've suddenly heard the queue they've been waiting for Lin Yven. As soon as he 

suddenly appeared by the entrance with Si Shen and Wu Liu who removed their invisibility, Han Ling and 

Qu Yul knew that they must do the second phase of their tasks and that's to lure away middle-level zergs 

out of the beehive. 

Lin Yven said while waving his hands, "I made sure to bomb the chambers where the mid-level zergs live 

on my way back." 

"Did you get everything back?" asked Si Shen. 

Lin Yven replied, "Un. I took everything and left nothing." 



Wu Liu asked, "Is it fun inside?" 

"Not really. The bugs inside are more hideous than the ones here," answered Lin Yven which made Wu 

Liu's face ugly. 

Wu Liu, "Then I don't want to look inside anymore." 

While they were talking huge sounds made by zergs can be heard coming over in their direction. Hearing 

this made Lin Yven smile as he successfully angered the mid-level zergs. 

KKRRRIIEEK KREEK KKRRRIIEEK KREEK KKRRRIIEEK CREEK 

Lin Yven murmured, "They are here. A'Shen, Xiao Liu prepare to run." 

"Whoa~ that's a lot," said Si Shen. 

Wu Liu, "Urrg~ they look more disgusting when they are cramped together like that." 

BOOM! 

Lin Yven holding a small size bomb in his hand threw it towards the incoming zerg herds and ran away. 

He runs towards the only entrance of the hive while dragging Si Shen and Wu Liu with him. Seeing this 

Han Ling and Qu Yul wanted to know why they ran without calling them. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

Han Ling, "Hey! Where are you guys going?" 

"Behind. Look behind you, idiot!" shouted Si Shen while running away with the other two. 

BOOOOMMM KRRRRIIEEEK!!! BOOOOM KRRRRIEEEEKKK~~~ 

Qu Yul and Han Ling followed what they were told to do and when they turned around they saw mid-

sized zergs coming towards them. Some had missing parts from the small bomb Lin Yven thrown at it. 

Seeing these many twice their size zergs their faces could help but turn pale. 

Han Ling, "T-That's a lot~" 

Throwing some bombs at the herd to slow down the zergs, "Start running!" said Qu Yul as he ran away 

to the direction their partners and teammates had run to. 

As they expected most of the remaining alive low-level zergs and mid-level zergs had flown out of the 

beehive catching after their team. Lin Yven was watching the feed of the entrance of the beehive and 

only decided to detonate it the moment all of the low and mid-level zergs had come out. 

The small group of five were still running but they were also watching the scene at the entrance of the 

beehive. 

Si Shen, "Almost all of the low to mid-level zergs are coming out." 

"This is good. We need to detonate the bomb at the entrance at the right moment," said Lin Yven. 

Wu Liu asked, "Would Vega and the seniors be okay inside the hive? How can they get out if we block 

the only entrance." 

"Liu'er, don't worry. The leader (Feng Jing) is with them," said Qu Yul. 



Han Ling said with a huge smile on his face. "They would be alright. I mean they are safer than us who 

are currently running away from our lives. Hahaha~" 

Hearing the silly comment from the silliest person in their team, everyone couldn't help but laugh even 

at their current situation. 

Hahahaha~ 

Qu Yul spoke, "Okay enough playing. Let's finish our task first. Afterward, we still need to prepare dinner 

for when the rest return home." 

Han Ling said, "Hahaha~ that is also true." 

"I'm hungry~," said Wu Liu. 

Lin Yven, "Now that you said it, me too. That warehouse is too large. I had to run around to get 

everything." 

"It's almost sunset. Let's bring the targets to the bombed area and finish with this," said Si Shen. 

"Let's go!" 

The second phase of their task is to lure out all the low and mid-level zergs outside of the hive and bring 

everything to the area where they've planted numerous explosives made by Solaris Vega. Once they've 

entered the bombed area they would use a teleport stone to a high area where they could observe 

everything from the land full of explosives. The zergs who run after them would be bombed until 

nothing is left but just in case there are remnants they were tasked to kill them off as well. After 

finishing this task, their group would return to their hidden camp and wait for the rest to return. 

Back to the Beehive Zerg's nest. 

The entrance is now blocked by some destroyed part of the hive itself. Now the interior was empty with 

living creatures and mostly carcasses and green blood were scattered all over the place. Except for the 

chambers where the Queen Bee Zerg and Guardians live the rest of the bee zergs were lured out. 

By the way, except for the personally made program of Feng Jing, most monitoring gadgets from the 

other side are blocked by the beehive protective barrier. The only gadgets controlled within the planet 

could see through the barriers of each habitat within Planet Citlali. From a dome-like place like a hive, it 

is even harder to broadcast the event. This is why no one could see what was happening inside the 

beehive. 

At the Queen Bee Zerg's chambers. 

Feng Jing nonchalantly opened the door to the chamber. His actions to those who ordinary people might 

look lethargic yet elegant and full of confidence but only those who had experienced blood and war 

would notice that the presence he emits itself isn't only made by his appearance alone. His aura says 

everything about him. Cold, indifferent, strong, and even cruel. An apathetic being that looks down on 

everything beneath him and his gaze would never land on something that will never amuse him. 

Yes, like a block of eternal ice. Cold and serene. Beautiful yet cruel. untainted yet ruthless. 



Feng Jing walks gracefully inside the chamber, his eyes only needing to look around once for him to 

understand what happened in the area. His phoenix-shaped crimson eye glows brightly in darkness as if 

nothing could escape his sight. He suddenly stopped walking and stood right to where he had halted his 

steps. He brought out wipes from his inventory and cleaned up his hands as if signifying that he finished 

his battles. 

"If you are here then please don't play around anymore~ you called me here on purpose after all~," said 

Feng Jing in the empty chamber as if talking to someone. 

No one answered him nor could he hear any sounds of footsteps but suddenly he was hugged from 

behind and was lifted under his armpit like a child. On his face are a pout and adorable expression he 

only shows towards his elders and family members. And in front of him a beautiful middle-aged man 

who looks from the same generation as his grandfather was looking at him with those doting emerald 

irises. 

This person's hair is azure in color, the same shade of blue of a clear sky. His eyes were green yet like a 

polished emerald gem. His features were not otherworldly like Feng Jing but enough to contend with the 

appearance of mermaids in the legends. At this moment he is looking at Feng Jing's eyes full of love for 

his grandchild. 

Feng Jing pouting, "Please put me down. Xiao Jing is already 18 years old!" 

The peals of laughter come out from the man with emerald eyes. He change his way of carrying Feng 

Jing and placed his hands under his knees as if he is carrying a child. 

"HAHAHA~ so our Xiao Jing is now 18. Our darling grows up too fast. The last time this old man had seen 

my darling you were only 8 years old." said the man with emerald eyes. 

Feng Jing replied, "Of course! The last time Grandpa Celes saw Xiao Jing was ten years ago!" 

The man with long azure hair color and emerald eyes is named Alula Celeste. Grandpa Celes for short. 

He is the childhood friend of Grandpa Feng and Grandpa Xia at the same time he is the deceased partner 

of Marshal Janus Stellan. But in the records of the Interstellar Federation, he is a martyr that had died a 

decade ago. This person used to be the first guide to become a Marshal. It was said he is the first SSS-

ranked Guide in the history of the Oberion Empire. 

He also comes from the clan whose special ability is to merge his body with his quantum beast. His 

quantum beast is a blue morpho butterfly. Which is known all to be the most beautiful butterfly, and 

that's because of its bright blue color on the upper side of its wings. This shade of blue looks like it's 

glowing under the light. The underside of the blue morpho's wings looks different with a brown color 

and eyespots. 

When he combines himself with this blue butterfly, a pair of huge light blue butterfly wings appear on 

his back paired with his azure hair and emerald eyes, he looks like a celestial fairy. Inhuman yet 

extremely beautiful. 

Alula Celeste mumbled, "That's right. It's been a decade. Is your Grandpa Lan alright?" 

"It's been a while since Xiao Jing visited Grandpa Lan. Big Yeye says Xiao Jing cannot visit him anymore 

because the bad guys' eyes were watching Grandpa Lan," said Feng Jing. 



A frown appeared on Alula Celeste's face as if understanding the real meaning of the child's spoken 

words. 

Alula Celeste said, "Those old men from the federations don't even know that there is a spy within their 

ranks! So useless as always." 

"Grandpa Celes, when are you going to come home? Xiao Jing and everyone misses you a lot~" said Feng 

Jing. 

A gentle smile appeared on Alula Celeste's face, he used his other hand to pat Feng Jing's head lovingly. 

"Soon, child. Grandpa will quickly finish his undercover job and go home," said Alula Celeste. 

Feng Jing said, "Grandpa Celes should go home as fast as you can. Grandpa Lan started targeting even 

those in the younger generations just to take full control of the Federation. Grandpa Lan is no longer on 

the advice of Big Yeye and Xiao Yeye and even sent assassins to kill my Sentinel!" His words were full of 

complaints but all were told straight to the point. 

"Is this true? Your Grandpa Lan is even harming children just to take over the Federation! Moreover, 

darling, you have a chosen mate already? Did your grandpas approve of it?" asked Alula Celeste. 

Feng Jing cutely nodded his head. "Yes. Big Yeye, Xiao Yeye, and Grandpa Astra agreed. I haven't visited 

Grandpa Lan yet but Xiao Jing doesn't think he likes my sentinel. After all, Grandpa Lan tried to kill my 

Sirius." 

With a startled look on his face, Alula Celeste looks at the young boy in his arms in shock, "Sirius. You 

don't mean to say that your chosen mate is Altair Sirius!?" 

"Yes! That's his name but Sirius always told me to call him husband instead. I haven't called him that 

since we aren't married yet. But Sirius said we would be married soon, after all, we are a fated pair." 

said Feng Jing. 

Alula Celeste was finally rendered speechless. He was shocked enough to know that his darling had 

finally awakened as a guide and suddenly got a mate. But this mate of his is not a simple figure. Marshal 

Sirius, the youngest Marshal who had been promoted to the Marshal position even before the age of 30. 

Chapter 314: 8.41 First Blue Star - Guardian Class Zerg 

The surprise of hearing that Feng Jing's chosen partner is Marshal Sirius had been outdone by the fact 

that Altair Sirius and Feng Jing are a fated pair. Everyone knows how rare a fated pair is. It can be said 

not everyone would be able to meet their fated pair in their whole lives and those who did meet can be 

considered a miracle. 

A fated pair means their compatibility is 100 percent. The pair is able to share their spiritual energy with 

the other without any hindrance. It would be smooth sailing without any restrictions because of this 

their overall potential can be doubled. If the couple is both S ranks then they would be able to use the 

strength of a SS rank potential. They were like a cheat that the heavens love the most. 

Learning that his adorable darling has a fated pair and it's the strongest yet youngest marshal famous for 

his beyond SSS rank potential, Alula Celeste was shocked speechless. Moreover, it is common 



knowledge that a fated pair's potential possessed close levels, Marshal Sirius is a famous SSS rank 

Sentinel which means Feng Jing has the same level of potential. A rare SSS rank Guide like he does. 

Alula Celeste asked, "My darling are you an SSS Rank Guide?" 

"Un. But I seem to have strength beyond SSS Rank. Sisi said so!" answered Feng Jing with a bright 

expression on his face. 

"Amazing! As expected to our Xiao Jing!" said Alula Celeste as he finally put Feng Jing down from his 

embrace. He gently pulled the young man to sit with him on the couch which suddenly appeared in such 

a chamber. Then Feng Jing noticed the huge semi-humanoid Queen Bee Zerg bundled up its black silk 

string from a butterfly. Obviously, this is something Alula Celeste had done. 

Feng Jing asked, "Grandpa Celes, is that the Queen Bee Zerg? Why is it that only her upper body is in 

human form but the lower half is still that of an insect?" 

"Yes, she is the Queen Bee. The reason she is only half-human is that her royal bloodline is only half. 

Even her class is only semi-royal. You can kill her for points, she can be considered an upper-rank 

guardian class in points." said Alula Celeste. 

Feng Jing said, "But this planet is supposed to be just an abandoned planet right? Why would there be 

guardians and royal classes zerg living here?" 

"Well~ this is because they took this place as their vacation spot. It is near Zerg's territory and lots of 

human children visit here for training right? They treat them as precious snacks," replied Alula Celeste. 

"Then how many are there in their whole race?" asked Feng Jing. 

Alula Celeste answered, "As you know there are more than a hundred King and Queen Zergs. The one 

that leads and breeds them is a pair called Emperor and Empress Class Zergs, they possess strength that 

is SSS Class like humans. Those King and Queen Class are at SS rank. That's how it is normally but right 

now the Imperial Family of the Zerg Race now has two Emperor and Empress Class leading the whole 

race. 

I pretended to be one of their children and was known as the sixth King whom they lost decades ago. 

They mistook me for one when they saw my merge form with my quantum beast. As you know I love to 

use my merge form when fighting and you know Little Blue loves to merge with me. This is why I chose 

to go undercover for the Empire. But right now even the Interstellar Federation is no longer safe. As 

there are spies from the zerg race pretending to be humans among the Elders. 

Even though Lan had already removed the memories of me in the heads of those elders and also 

cleaned up my old records after my fake death, it doesn't change the fact that some spies had 

integrated themselves into the upper echelons of the Federation. I was planning on giving you the 

information I had gathered about the Zerg Race but upon hearing that you haven't visited your Grandpa 

Lan for a long time it would cause attention if you suddenly came visiting him all of the sudden. It's 

better for me to ask your partner for it." 

"Eh? Why?" asked Feng Jing. 



Alula Celeste said, "The said assassination and death of your Sentinel is even heard by the zerg race. 

That's how frightful he is for them. He had the strength to contend with the Emperor and Empress Zergs 

after all. It is also well-known that he and A'Lan don't get along with each other. Every time he came to 

meet A'Lan there would always be news of internal war in the Federation. Him coming over to meet 

your Grandpa Lan after his said death is more acceptable than you going to visit him after years of no 

contact. 

At the very least the spies in the Federation wouldn't think that your Grandpa Lan is scheming 

something behind the back of the elders even put you in more danger. Once you revealed that you are a 

SSS Guide that is compatible with Altair Sirius the Royal Members of the Zerg Race would target you. 

They think that Guides are more dangerous than Sentinels. We can after all control the world's energies. 

They would think less if Altair Sirius is the one to meet your Grandpa Lan. Understand darling?" 

"Wu~ I understand, Grandpa Celes," responded Feng Jing. 

The Grandfather and Grandson spend a few more times talking with each other, especially about the 

decade they had spent unable to meet. 

Meanwhile, at the Guardian's chamber, Qu Yeon and the other seven of the group had just finished 

killing the four high-level bees zerg they put under sleep. It still took a while for them to cut off their 

heads as the size was larger than them by a few times. 

They are now taking a short rest before joining Feng Jing to the Queen Bee's Chamber. 

Tang San, "Hah~ finally done!" 

"Dismantling three building-sized zerg is really tiring," said Tang Yi. 

Xue Ran saw Solaris Vega panting from being working with them nonstop for hours. He took out bottled 

water from his inventory, chilled it with ice essence, and passed it to Solaris Vega.  

"Vega drinks this. I've chilled it for you," said Xue Ran. 

Solaris Vega looked at the cooled bottle of water with his eyes full of thirst. "Thank you, Senior Ran!" 

Seeing such an adorable state of his little junior, Xue Ran couldn't help but smile for a moment. Though 

it immediately disappears the moment he moves away from his eyes. When he turned around his head, 

Xue Ran saw the Twin Tang brothers looking at him while smiling as they held their warm bottle of 

water. Clearly, they all wanted to have their drinks cold like Solaris Vega. 

STARES~ 

Tang San said, "Xue Ran~ can you please turn this cold too~" he is acting cute despite his large structure. 

Xue Ran's eyebrow twitched when he saw two muscular men with the same face looking at him 

adoringly like an idol as they held their water bottles with two hands. Like those in a famous Japanese 

manga scene of a fangirl about to pass bottled water to their ideal prince. They both look hideous yet 

shameless. When Qu Yeon and Tang Si saw this they couldn't help but avert their eyes but didn't forget 

to roll over their bottles towards the twins as well. 



Xue Ran couldn't stop himself from clicking his tongue, "Tsk!" with a wave of his hand the bottled water 

was cooled at the level that seems to have just been taken from a fridge. The other four happily drank 

their cold water as they even sighed with satisfaction. 

SIGHS~ 

Bai Yuyan whispered to Feng Wu, "Sometimes they really don't act like seniors." 

"That's normal. Just ignore... !!!!" 

{Everyone activate your invisibility mode! Something is coming!!!} shouted Feng Wu through their mind. 

This sudden exclamation from the current strongest guide in their group startled them but their hands 

moved faster than their brain and instantly turned on their invisibility mode. 

They've all hid in some corner of the chamber waiting for something to come over but for a few minutes 

of waiting there is only silence in the area. 

Tang San, "Junior Feng, did you feel things were wrong?" he asked. 

"Shss, listen carefully," whispered Bai Yuyan. 

Within that silent entrance, they had just used to go inside the chamber of the guardians and they 

suddenly heard the sounds of something flapping very fast. Yes, like how the sounds of insect wings 

flapping. When Everyone finally heard it, their expression turned serious especially for the Sentinels and 

Guides who are extremely sensitive to the other creatures' presence. 

BUZZING~ 

The thoughts of Qu Yeon, 'What the hell is this aura? Some like this aren't supposed to be here in the 

middle region.' 

Tang Yi murmured, "T-This... isn't this a Guardian Class Zerg. Yeon we need our mecha to fight this one." 

"Any news from the leader, Junior Feng?" asked Qu Yeon. 

Feng Wu shook his head and said, "There is none but... I was told we must clean up anything we will 

meet at the Guardian Chamber but he also told me to just leave everything about the Queen Bee 

Chamber to him and just focus on what is in front of us." 

"Does he know there is a guardian class zerg in this hive? Wait! If this one here is really a guardian zerg 

doesn't that mean the one inside the Queen Bee's Chamber is a royal class one!?" exclaimed Tang Si. 

Everyone showed a worried expression on their faces except Feng Wu and Xue Ran who knew the 

extent of Feng Jing's strength. He is a SSS rank? Guide, even though his overall physical strength is 

weaker than an SSS rank Sentinel, his spiritual energy is stronger than an SSS rank Sentinel. 

Xue Ran said, "Don't worry about Lord Feng. He is stronger than all of us. We should focus on defeating 

that Guardian Zerg. Vega, you'll go with me in my mecha." 

Solaris Vega nodded his head in agreement as he couldn't really do anything but support the team with 

his talent as his fighting capabilities aren't even enough to protect the weakest awakened person. 



"Okay but how about Wu-ge, Si-ge, and Yu-ge?" asked Solaris Vega worriedly. 

Tang Si gently pats the innocent bun's head, "I will stay in the same mecha with A'Yeon. Thanks for 

worrying about me, Xiao Vega." 

"I'm an S potential. I can control Mecha just enough. Don't worry Xiao Vega." said Bai Yuyan. Feng Wu 

didn't say anything but he at least nodded at the child. 

Qu Yeon commanded, "Get ready your mecha we would drag the Guardian Class Zerg outside the hive 

and fight it there." 

Solaris Vega said, "Please be careful everyone." 

"We will. Let's go!" 

Then everyone brought out their mechas. Tang Si went inside his partner's mecha while Solaris Vega 

went to Xue Ran's Mecha. Now, six mecha of varying color appeared out of nowhere which surprised 

the Guardian Class Zerg. 

KKKKKKRRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK!!!! 

Chapter 315: 8.42 First Blue Star - Programmed AI Etoile 

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEKKKKKKKKKKK!! 

The screaming of the guardian class zerg echoes in the whole chamber even causing it to quake due to 

the shockwave its sound had made. The flapping of its wing causes small tornadoes to rage within the 

chamber. Everyone dodges it on time. Now everyone could only talk within their shared communication 

channel. Qu Yeon is still the one in command as he is the designated one to become the secondary 

leader while Feng Jing is not around. 

Tang Yi: {Yeon, what should we do?} 

Qu Yeon: {Wait let me think about it. We need to move at the same time without bumping each other's 

route.} 

Bai Yuyan: {Use what Xiao Jing gave us. The program from before has three modes. We've been using 

only the mapping mode. This time let's use the Targeting mode and the Synchronize Link mode.} 

Tang San exclaimed: {That's right! We still have that cheat from the boss! Yeon, let's use it.} 

Qu Yeon: {But I haven't tried it once before. I might make a mistake.} 

Xue Ran: {Let Bai take the command for this time. Before the competition, our former small team used 

all modes in sparring practice.} 

Bai Yuyan: {But you've trained with it too, Senior Xue. Why don't you command me this time?} 

Xue Ran: {I'm not one of the leaders. This is your responsibility, Bai Yuyan.} 

Silence~ 



Feng Wu: {A'Yan, just try it first. While you take command I and Senior Xue will be the temporary second 

commands. Senior Qu Yeon, Senior Tang Yi, please learn the process as we use it.} 

Qu Yeon and Tang Yi: {We'll observe closely the extent of the program.} 

Solaris Vega: {A'Yu, don't be afraid. We had tried it multiple times before. You can do it!} 

Tang Si: {Xiao Vega is right. We will support you. Just do it as you can!} 

Bai Yuyan: {Okay. I will do it. Activate all modes.} 

Suddenly everyone heard a monotonous voice responding to Bai Yuyan's command. This is when he 

asked the program their leader had made for them to be activated. 

[All modes shall be activated as commanded. My name is Etoile. The AI that runs the program Master 

Jing had made. I was told to only introduce myself when all modes of the program are activated. You ask 

me for support anytime. 

Synchronization Mode Activated. The linkage for synchronizing of all mecha in the communication 

channel is completed. Now everyone could share the same perspective of seeing all within 360 angles. 

Mapping Mode plus search and radar option Activated. All beings within a 300 meters radius can be 

seen on the Map. Please have someone keep an eye on it. 

Weakness Probing Mode is Activated. Etoile had chosen the Guardian level Zerg nearest to the hosts. 

Probing in progress... My Hosts, please take command. Etoile needs a few minutes to complete probing 

the target.] 

Bai Yuyan responded, "Sure. Leave it to me." 

"We will listen to your command, Junior Bai," said Qu Yeon. 

Tang San, "Hahaha~ order us with anything." 

"Keep calm. We will support you guys if anything. But this program is so amazing all angles are covered. 

Moreover, it keeps everything recorded on the radar, with this, there are no surprises with ambushes." 

said Tang Yi. 

Tang Si asked, "This... Did Lord Jing make all this?" 

"Yes. He also made the absolute defense of Feng Mansion, Fire Phoenix Unit, and his fiance's unit's 

defensive programs," said Feng Wu. 

Solaris Vega, "Leader is so amazing. He is so smart and would also give me some ideas with my 

inventions and adjustments." 

"It seems Lord Jing could do most anything but usually let others take credit for it. Like joining this 

competition, he doesn't really need this event to join a unit. He already had his choices. But still, help us 

to grab this opportunity." said Xue Ran. 

Qu Yeon, "Indeed we are truly lucky." 



Bai Yuyan, "Stop being too sentimental and start fighting you guys. Let's defeat this huge thing and wait 

for Xiao Jing to come out." 

"Yes, Sir!" 

[Etoile has finished probing and is not listing the enemy's weakness. 

Name: Knight Bee 

Race and Level: Guardian Class Zerg 

Strengths: Poison spit and paralyzing stingers. Could fly at the speed of 6 seconds per meter. 

Teleportation (Short). Armored full body. 

Weaknesses: Its wings are thin. The pivot area on its back where its wings are attached.] 

Tang San whistled and said, "Wow~ look at those details." 

"It really found its weakness," murmured Tang Yi. 

Bai Yuyan, "Seniors please distract it. I and Feng Wu will try to sneak at the back and hit its weakest 

spot!" 

"Go!" said Xue Ran. 

Qu Yeon and Tang Twins, "Leave the distractions to us." 

Everyone controlled their mechas and did what they were tasked to do. Bai Yuyan and Feng Wu 

instantly activated their invisibility mode while the other four mechas drove towards the Guardian CLass 

Zerg using their particle guns to keep its attention. Thankfully, Solaris Vega had increased the strength 

their mecha weapons possess. Now all mecha's Blades and guns can be considered first-class thanks to 

the materials Feng Jing prepared for the team and with Solaris Vega's help, the weapons adjustment 

was insane. 

The particle guns on the Tang Twins only used to bring out a thin line of energy laser-like beam but now 

after Solaris Vega's adjustment what came out is like a cannon bullet with explosive effects. 

BANG! BOOM! BANG! 

KKKKRRRIRIIIEEEEKKKKKK! 

Tang San, "Fuck! Is this still my particle gun!? Why the hell did it become this deadly?! Shit! I look so 

badass~ Kakaka!" 

"You better thank, Xiao Vega for it. He made the adjustments," said Tang Si to his elder brother. 

Tang Yi also noticed that his energy blade can bring out electricity to cover the sword and increase its 

offensive effect. "This is... so amazing! Xiao Vega is truly a genius~" 

"That's not all. Look at Xue Ran's twin blade," said Qu Yeon as everyone's eyes move on the white dual 

blades held by Xue Ran's mecha. 

At his, every slash hints of ice are left behind spreading on the zerg's cut wounds. 



KKK RRR EEEEKKKK!!! 

Tang San exclaimed, "He could even bring out the bloodline skill activated even while in mecha. This is 

no longer a mere genius!? Everyone from the Federation would want him." 

Tang Yi said worriedly, "This... wouldn't everyone want to steal Little Vega from our team?" 

"No worries. No one would be able to steal someone who is under the protection of the Phoenix," said 

Tang Si. 

--- 

On the other hand, those guys who are monitoring the event from the skies above were all shocked with 

the display of coordination between the members of Qu Yeon's teammates as well as the overall effect 

of the weapons Solaris Vega had made. 

In the battleship of the Fallen God's Unit. 

The monitoring soldiers were all in awe when they saw the sudden perfection between the 

coordinations of Feng Jing's team of 8. Especially when the program named Etoile spoke like a humanoid 

AI with its own intelligence. 

Xue Ying bellowed, "What the fuck?! What's with that intelligent support program? Did I hear it 

correctly? They said it was made by Xiao Jing!!!" 

"Keep shouting and I'll throw you out of this room," said Marshal Sirius. 

He could only gulp in fear as he met his boss's glare, "I'm sorry. It won't happen again." said Xue Ying. 

"But Marshal, is that Etoile program something Xiao Jing made?" 

Marshal Sirius replied, "Yes, I was there when he made some adjustments for it. Though Etoile is an 

intelligent Ai, it still has restrictions. It cannot be asked by anything else outside his program and it 

would only listen to those people listed as hosts in his database. 

In short, if someone steals it. I wouldn't listen to any command and would initiate self-destruction. I've 

also seen its database firewalls. It had more than a hundred's firm walls and each wall had varying 

viruses whenever it was penetrated. It is something that is impossible to be hacked. Well, this is unless 

the hacker had the same level as Jing'er." 

"I didn't know Xiao Jing was a Godly hacker and programmer to such an extent," said Xue Ying. 

Marshal Sirius, "Did you and the intellectual division try to find loops in the absolute barrier the Feng 

Clan had given to us before? You didn't, right? Jing'er made that too. He also told me that he would also 

help the adjustments for it to be useful for mecha and huge warships. More than that, he also planned 

to add a few more defense programs on our star network domain. Jing'er told me that our security 

system is too easy to break." 

The soldiers who work for the cyber security of their Unit all sweated when they heard about it. Hearing 

that their Fallen Gods Unit's Star Network Domain can be easily destroyed by the future madame made 

them embarrassed. Their FGU Security Domain is already one of the hardest domains to a breakthrough 

in star network but their future madam, Lord Feng Jing, could easily destroy it means that the security 



for the whole Star Network is nothing to him as well. If only they knew that the Star Network is under 

the full control of Feng Jing they would already revere him as their God. 

Marshal Sirius observed the extent of the weapons made by Solaris Vega. He was a bit surprised to see 

just adjustments. It can be said that the student called Vega can already make gadgets to the extent the 

material could get. The highest possible ratio. This little genius could already do it at such a young age. 

"This child is named Solaris Vega. Go run a background check on him. If he is clean we would accept him 

in upper echelons and work under my wife." said Marshal Sirius. 

Xue Ying mumbled, "Who are you calling your wife? You are not even married yet. Hmp!" 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 

Ignoring his subordinate's undertoned complaints, "Did you hear me?" said the Marshal. 

Saluted in response, "Yes, Marshal. I'm on it!" said Xue Ying. 

In his mind, the Marshal is conversing with System Yue who just returned from investigating Janus 

Stellan's side. 

Marshal Sirius said with his thoughts, 'How's the investigation going, Yue?' 

[Everything is in order, my lord. Yue had gathered all necessary reports of what Marshal Janus had done 

all this time. As the lord ordered Yue had also investigated that person under the sealing order of the 

Feng Clan. His name is Alula Celeste. Most of his records are deleted and the one who did that is 

Marshal Janus himself. Aside from his name and his connection of being the classmates of Marshal 

Janus, General Feng, and General Xia, there is nothing else.] 

'So you mean the only ones who can tell me who he is, Marshal Janus and Jing'er?' asked Marshal Sirius. 

[It's better for the lord to ask the host but I think there is no need for that. Right now the host is meeting 

Alula Celeste. They are now at the Beehive in the middle region. I'm sure the host would be reaching out 

to you after their conversation. Speak of the devil. My lord the host had sent a personal video message 

for you. Do you wish to watch it?] 

Marshal Sirius replied, 'Play it on the mode only I could see.' 

[Affirmative, my lord!] 

System Yue followed the orders of his Lord God's soul fragment. He played the send video message from 

his host, Feng Jing, and played it to the Marshal's light brain. He could watch it in his own soul domain in 

private. But the contents of the video message are simple. Feng Jing is telling the Marshal that he misses 

him and that there is someone who wishes to speak to him in private. 

[Please meet Grandpa Celes on your own at the Beehive in the Middle Region, my love.] 

This is the last sentence Feng Jing had recorded for Marshal Sirius. 

Marshal Sirius asked System Yue, 'That man was really Alula Celeste?' 

[Yue had checked it many times with the host. It was indeed Alula Celeste.] 



'I see. Record my response, I also want to send a video message with my wife.' 

[Please tell me whenever you are ready Yue will record it any time.] 

'Begin!' 

While Marshal Sirius is busy recording a video message reply for his wife, the other monitoring 

chambers are in chaos. The appearance of the crazy weapons and godly program Feng Jing team possess 

was seen by everyone from the monitor. Now the fact that Feng Jing is an extremely skilled programmer 

has spread like a wildfire in the Federation. Of course! The Feng and the Altair Family worked together 

to prevent such news from spreading outside the empire. 

Chapter 316: 8.43 First Blue Star - Defeating a Guardian Class Zerg. 

While the protagonist shou of the world is busy fighting a Guardian Class Zerg with his teammates, Feng 

Jing is seated on the couch with his Grandpa Celes. They were enjoying a silent atmosphere at such a 

weird location enjoying their tea. At this time, Feng Jing had just sent a video message to his guide, 

Marshal Sirius. Since his Grandfather Celeste wishes to meet his future mate, he had arranged a secret 

meeting for them to assemble. 

Alula Celeste didn't ask his grandson how he is able to contact a Marshal during this event where every 

communication gadget of the participants is being monitored. But he had already witnessed Feng Jing 

sending the message without getting caught by the event's intelligence security squad. 

Alula Celeste asked, "Darling, do you think your sentinel would really come over here to meet your 

grandpa? He doesn't even know who I am? Doesn't he thinks your contacting a spy that is against the 

Oberion Empire?" 

"No. I believe that Sisi's top priority is me! I am above the Empire and everything. He told me that." said 

Feng Jing. 

Seeing the reaction of this little descendant of his friend which he considers as his own grandson, Alula 

Celeste couldn't help but smile. Though he knew that this childish act can only be seen towards his 

elders, the child's sincerity towards him and Janus Stellan isn't that much different from how Feng Jing 

treats his family. To Feng Jing, both Janus Stellan and Alula Celeste are his other grandfathers though 

not related by blood. 

Alula Celeste said, "Our darling seems to like Marshal Sirius a lot~ Grandpa Celes now wants to meet the 

man who stole our darling's heart." 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝚖 

"Grandpa Celes will definitely meet my love. He is strong, kind, and loves me the most. Grandpa, I know 

you like Sisi as much as I, Xiao Jing, does." said Feng Jing. 

When Alula Celeste heard the description about Marshal Sirius loving their darling the most he almost 

couldn't stop the twitching of his smile. 

"That's not true, darling! I, your Big Yeye, Xiao Yeye, and Grandpa Lan are the ones who love you the 

most. That Marshal Sirius is just a pig. Yes, a PIG! He is stealing our carefully cultivated baby cabbage!" 

said Alula Celeste as he hugs the little one in front of him. 



Then they suddenly felt tremors on the whole beehive. Feng Jing and Alula Celeste could feel the whole 

chamber shaking even the Queen Bee's Chamber which is supposed to have the thickest wall couldn't 

handle the quaking of the whole place. 

The whole chamber quakes. 

Alula Celeste slightly frowned because his tea party was disturbed. 

"Grandpa Celes, do you mind the room being cold?" asked Feng Jing. 

Alula Celeste replied, "No. Grandpa is resistant to cold. What are you going to do, darling?" 

He then watched as Feng Jing controlled his bloodline skill from his Grandfather Xia's side. The cold qi 

spreads fast under the naked ice covering the whole chamber and everything on it, except for the couch 

and the table with tea sets where the grandfather and grandson combo are enjoying their drinks. Even 

the half-dead semi-royal Bee Queen Zerg instantly died from being frozen alive. She broke into tiny 

fragmented ice and died unexpectedly on that child she didn't even put on her eyes. 

Seeing the whole chamber covered in white ice, Alula Celeste happily praised Feng Jing. With this kind of 

control and strength, he didn't doubt that the child is indeed an SSS rank Guide as he proclaimed. Even 

his good friend, Xia Xue couldn't do such a thing at such a young age, 

Alula Celeste asked, "How many bloodlines did you awaken, Xiao Jing? You have too many special 

bloodlines." 

"I can control three bloodlines. I can use the special bloodline skill of the Feng Clan which is rebirth. Xiao 

Yeye's bloodline of ice and Mommy's bloodline. My Quantum beast also took over the three bloodlines 

and merged as one." explained Feng Jing, he also let out his quantum beast, Reine. 

Feng Jing spoke, "This is my quantum beast. His name is Reine. A Phoenix-Dragon Hybrid." 

Wings flapping~ CAAWSSS~ 

Thankfully, the Queen Bee's chamber is big enough for Reine to fly around even for a bit. His dragon-

scaled body is slightly misted in cold, his crimson and black feathers flutter at each flap of his wings, and 

his phoenix eyes glint in aloofness. The crown symbol on its forehead shows the King's bloodline of this 

creature. A Hybrid with the highest strength about the mixed-blood quantum beasts. 

Alula Celeste's eyes widened in shock, he had seen the phoenixes from the Feng Clan, but Feng Jing's 

phoenix is the most beautiful one. Not only its size is twice the original, but the presence and aura it 

emits could also even rival that of a dragon. He is a researcher about the varying kinds of the quantum 

beast, so when he saw Feng Jing's Phoenix-Dragon Hybrid, he couldn't help but be extremely interested 

in it. 

"Darling Xiao Jing, can you let grandpa see your Reine closer please~?" said Alula Celeste. 

Feng Jing innocently blinked its eyes and looked at his flying quantum beast. He ordered his Reine but 

his thoughts and asked it to come over and let his grandfather check on like how the elders from his 

family did before. Reine flew over and landed near the couch slowly walking towards the elder seat 

beside his master. 



[Master, your family members are too touchy and clingy. You should save me sometimes.] Complained 

by Reine through his thoughts. 

'Give up. Even I have to act cute towards them. Asking me to stop them to check on you, is impossible 

for me. It's better that you are the one being checked instead of me.' replied Feng Jing in his mind. 

[Master, as your quantum beast we share common things. Reine also hates being touched!] 

Feng Jing, 'Just surrender. They will have enough in the future.' 

[Wuwuwu~ You are bullying Reine. Master you dummy. Reine wants to see Roi!] 

'Don't worry you can see him later. My love would be coming over here to meet Grandpa Celes. 

Entertain the old man properly if he chooses to leave all of the sudden we won't be able to see our 

partners.' 

[Why didn't the master say so early?! Reine would be good.] 

The silly Phoenix-dragon hybrid stopped fidgeting and let Alula Celeste check on him. While Alula 

Celeste was checking on Reine, he suddenly asked a question. 

"Darling, those children outside. They are your teammates, right? Would they be able to defeat a 

Guardian Class Zerg on their own? Are you not going to help them fight it?" asked Alula Celeste. 

Feng Jing replied, "Please do not worry Grandpa Celes. They would be alright. Five of them are within 

the ranks of S and above while the rest are not bad as well. They are a bit young but this should be able 

to let them gain experience. Otherwise when we entered the Central Region they would only die right?" 

"Hm~ that is also true. But since this is your decision then there are no problems. Thought I should still 

warn you, darling three days from now the Eighth and Ninth King of Zergs would be coming over on this 

planet. Of course, they do not need to enter through outer space. They could directly enter this Star 

from the Main Planet through space portals. Following behind the two King class Zergs are at least 50 

Guardian class zergs. Can you defeat them all by yourself, darling?" asked Alula Celeste but when he saw 

the crazy smile on his adorable grandson, he could only chuckle. 

Alula Celeste said, "Right? Why am I asking? Aren't the Phoenix Clan notorious for being a battle 

maniac?" 

Before the sun had set, just outside of the beehive traces of a big battle were left behind at the 

destroyed part of the forest. Varying sizes of craters and broken trees and rumbles spread all over the 

place at the center of it is the mutilated body of a huge armored Bee which is now lifeless. Some mechas 

were surrounding it and these mechas were owned by Bai Yuyan and the rest. They were able to defeat 

the Guardian class armored bee zerg. They need at least one and half hours to defeat the Guardian class 

zerg. 

This should be normal as a Guardian Class zerg possesses the strength of a peak SS+ rank Sentinel. With 

both its size and strength twice of the normal human sentinel plus its battle-honed through time, 

students like Bai Yuyan need enough time to adjust due to their lack of battle experience. A soldier 

sentinel with SS rank potential could kill a guardian zerg in just 30 minutes alone. They are indeed 

inexperienced. 



Everyone communicates on their channels and was a bit tired from the fighting. 

Bai Yuyan: Etoile, except for the mapping mode cancel the other modes. 

[Affirmative, Host Bai. Synchronized link and Weakness probe modes are not deactivated. 

Congratulations, Hosts! You had defeated a Guardian class Armored Bee Zerg in 1 hour and 30 minutes. 

Please defeat 3 more Guardian Zerg to open up the new mode. 

Absolute Defense Mode. This would allow the synchronized linked team to be covered in an energy 

shield unbreakable by anything. The effective duration of this barrier is 3 minutes. It can only be used 3 

times in one day.] 

Everyone was startled by what they had just learned. They didn't expect the program they were given to 

be a reward system. 

Tang San asked, "This... I didn't hear it wrong, right? You guys heard it too right!!?" 

"Will there always be a reward every time we complete an achievement? Etoile" asked Tang Si. 

[Answering Host Tang Si's question, Yes there would be. The rewards vary. It can be a new mode, a skill 

book, rare potions, and more. There are both group and individual achievements. Please check Etoile's 

database more thoroughly. There should be a list of tasks programmed in Etoile.] 

Qu Yeon said, "This... Did your creator make you this way? What is the goal of completing these 

achievements?" 

[Answering Host Qu Yeon's question, the creator made Etoile help the host upgrade their potential level. 

Individual achievements help one to increase your battle experiences and group achievements help the 

hosts to upgrade their overall potential.] 

"U-Upgrade our potential?! Is that even possible?!" exclaimed Tang Yi. 

[Yes. Because Etoile is able to gather the world's energy and convert it to energy crystals and potions 

that will allow the host to increase their potential. Etoile is made by the creator to help the hosts 

increase your overall strength. At least Etoile should be able to increase your overall potential with one 

level after this event.] 

Solaris Vega murmured, "A program that could convert the energy of the world and possess his own 

intelligence. L-Lord Jing can create a godly thing such as this!" 

"This is so amazing. If the other's learned about this then... wouldn't they even kill us to steal Etoile from 

us," said Xue Ran. 

[Please do not worry about such a situation, Host Xue. The creator had made an instruction to self-

destruct if part of Etoile's program is cloned or stolen. Etoile's core program will always be with the 

Creator.] 

Feng Wu spoke, "Etoile, are you able to connect with my lord?" 

[Etoile can!] 

"Please connect to our channel. We need to personally report," said Bai Yuyan. 



[Okay. Video call in progress. Dialing the creator's private line.] 

CLICK! 

The beautiful appearance of Feng Jing was seen by everyone in the group channel. They could see their 

leader's phoenix eyes turned crescent as he smiled at them. He looks unhurt and completely uninjured. 

From the video, they could see that his background is made of ice as if he is inside an ice cave. An 

unfamiliar adult man's voice can be heard scolding something and the sound of the loud cawing of some 

huge bird can also be heard from the video. 

It seems something is happening on the other side but no one could ask as Feng Jing's smile looks so 

threatening yet captivating. 

Feng Jing: {Congratulations! You have defeated a Guardian Class Zerg. You can report the details to me 

when I get back. You guys should return to the camp for now and rest. I will be back before dinner. Be 

careful on your way back.} 

[Yes, Leader!] 

They all responded before Feng Jing casually ended the video call from his side. 

Meanwhile, in the beehive at the Queen Bee's chambers, Alula Celeste who had his full examining the 

new hybrid quantum beast in front of him had sat back beside his beloved grandchild. 

Alula Celeste said, "You can praise them some more." 

"I will later. My other half had finally arrived," said Feng Jing with a gentle smile on his face, looking at 

the entrance of the chamber. "You're finally here, my love." 

"I've come, Jing'er," said Marshal Sirius who secretly went to the planet to meet his lover. 

Chapter 317: 8.44 First Blue Star - Ally or Enemy? 

When the Marshal arrived at the beehive, Feng Jing and the other person he met for the first time were 

looking at him. His beloved's eyes were affectionate as always and his yearning could be felt from his 

hot gaze. But what made him uncomfortable is the discerning gaze coming from the adult man with 

azure long hair seated beside his wife. As the strongest sentinel in the Oberion Empire, he couldn't even 

see through this man's latent strength. He couldn't even distinguish that the man is a guide like he was 

told so. 

[Host~ Yue misses you too much~] 

System Yue happily flew towards his host whom he hadn't seen for a few days. In his invisibility mode, 

the only ones who can see him are his host, his lord, the warden, and his prisoner. Original residents of 

this world couldn't even perceive his existence as he is something from the upper realm. Seeing Yue 

flying over towards him, the jealous husband, Marshal Sirius slapped the glowing moon away and 

walked towards his lover ignoring that stupid thing that wanted to go to Feng Jing. 

The glowing moon avatar, System Yue, was now stuck at the chamber's walls embedded within. 

SLAPPED! 



BANG! 

Marshal Sirius scolded within his thoughts, 'Who told you to run first to my wife? Hmp!' 

[Ugh~ Yue forgot about my boss who has a huge vinegar jar.] 

Feng Jing couldn't help but chuckle at the event that unfolds to him. He had seen this kind of interaction 

between his system and his husband multiple times before. Seeing it right here, despite not having his 

full memories of his husband still made him happy. 

Hahaha~ 

Marshal Sirius happily sat next to his lover after nodding towards the person seated next to Feng Jing. 

"Sirius, this is my Grandpa Celes. Full name Alula Celeste. A SSS rank Guide. His special bloodline skill is 

something called a 'merge'. He could combine himself with his quantum beast. He works as an 

undercover agent against the zergs. Portraying himself as the Fifth King, the Imperial Clan of the Zerg 

Race." introduced Feng Jing to his Sentinel. "Grandpa Celes, this is my Sentinel. Altair Sirius." 

Alula Celeste halted his speaking and said, "I already know him. No need for further introductions. But I 

need to speak with him privately. My darling, the children from your team had finished fighting. You 

should return or they will notice your unexpected disappearance." 

"But Grandpa Celes..." 

"I will give you a few minutes to talk to each other. You can go to the corner. Xiao Jing only 5 minutes." 

said Alula Celeste. 

Finally hearing the stern tone from his Grandfather Alula, Feng Jing could only follow his orders. 

According to the memories of the original Feng Jing, this god grandfather of his might be a gentle person 

but when he asked for something to be done, one must agree without asking especially when his smile 

turned extremely sweet to the point of being coquettish. The original is even more afraid of this god 

grandfather of his when he got angry more than his biological grandparents. 

While pouting Feng Jing could only pull his lover at the nearest door of the chamber. Since they were 

only allowed to spend time for five minutes Feng Jing spoke things straight to the point. 

Feng Jing said, "Buh~ Grandpa Celes is a bully but he is scary when he's angry. Don't make him mad 

okay~" his gaze are innocent like he portrayed before but the Marshal knew this is nothing but a facade 

of his little lover and didn't mind him playing around. 

The Marshal spoke from the grandfather figure of his lover and felt that he should be intimate in his 

presence unless he wanted to be dead. He could only carry away his Jing'er and went out of the 

chamber for a moment. Of course, a stern and reprimanding voice was heard from the inside. 

Alula Celeste, "Only five minutes. If you get over that allowed time you don't have to return to see this 

old man." 

The young couple paused from the words the old man had just said. He is really as strict as Feng Jing just 

said. As soon as the door to the chamber had closed, the two hugged each other with yearning in their 



eyes. They've only been separated for 3 days but these two reacted like they've been apart for 

centuries. 

"You must not make Grandpa Celes angry okay?" 

Nod. 

"Don't mention anything bad about Grandpa Lan. I mean Marshal Janus and Grandpa Celes won't lose it. 

They are a pair after all." 

Nod. 

"There is something wrong with the central region of this planet but Grandpa Celes knows more about 

that. You can ask him." 

Nod. 

"I really miss you a lot, you know. So, so, so much~" said Feng Jing while rubbing his face on Marshal 

Sirius's firm chest. 

The Marshal felt ticklish by his adorable lover's action, he wanted to push him down right at this 

moment and entered him but unfortunately, his baby is still too young and tender. If not because he is 

afraid of breaking him, this marshal wouldn't hold back at all. 

After all, with a 100 percent compatibility between the two of them, even a simple hug could incite his 

desires. Plus that seductive pheromone of Jing'er whenever he is around, it is the same feeling of being 

in heaven as in hell. The situation of one could only see and touch but not eat. 

They've spent their short time cuddling, hugging, and exchanging kisses before they separated. Even 

though the Hybrid Phoenix didn't want to leave its silly dragon partner, they couldn't do anything as 

their masters were being away from each other once again. The Marshal saw off his lover until his figure 

had disappeared from the distance of darkness within the horizon of his line of sight. 

At the moment his Guide's figure completely disappeared, the softness within his gaze turned serious 

and cold. His whole presence emits an aura of aloofness and desolation. The overbearing pressure of his 

existence was hidden before Feng Jing was completely let out of this moment. 

There is no amicable smile on his face, it was even emotionless at this moment. His obsidian eyes glinted 

with perceiving conception as it landed on the figure of the man who possesses almost the same 

deadpan face like his. He took a seat on the opposite couch facing Alula Celeste. They've stared coldly at 

each other as if observing every single gesture they would make. 

Alula Celeste spoke, "This should be our first official meeting. We had met at the battlefield multiple 

times before, especially when you had killed the first and second Kings and their Queen a few years ago 

when they tried to invade the Oberion Empire. 

That time you were not even twenty years old but now you have become not only the youngest marshal 

in Interstellar's history as well as the recorded strongest sentinel in the whole of Interstellar world." 

"You've praised me too much, Elder. Sirius is not that godly." replied the marshal. 



Alula Celeste hmphed and averted his eyes at some corner, "Not Godly is that true? You are even able to 

almost slash one of the Imperial Empress Zerg the last time you entered the territory of their race." 

When he heard this Marshal Sirius expression turned darker, his mission to assassinate the Second 

Empress Zerg before is an undercover mission. Someone like Alula Celeste can't know about this. Not 

even Marshal Janus knows about this assassination task, moreover, when he learned from Feng Jing that 

this man is named Alula Celeste, he knew that the reason for his identity to be erased is because of his 

current standing as a spy. But he still couldn't understand how a human being like Alula Celeste could 

play the role of being one of the Kings with a royal bloodline of the Zerg race. 

Marshal Sirius asked, "How did you know about that, Sir?" He stopped treating the man in front of him 

as his family elder but as an individual soldier who had no clear standing within the Federation. 

"I'm currently known as the Fifth King of their Royal Family. Of course, I've seen your attempt from that 

time. Though you had failed, you had successfully crippled the second empress's left arm. But also 

thanks to that the second emperor hated you as much as well." said Alula Celeste. 

The Marshal watches as the man in front of him, explained the details that had happened during his 

assassination mission which he failed for the first time. Every detail was spot on and clearly, this person 

was really there when that happened. 

"I had suffered an accident during the last moment. The first empress had caused mental pollution in my 

spirit domain which almost made me fall into a state of mania. I had to abort the mission because of 

that." said Altair Sirius. 

Alula Celeste spoke, "Indeed. You almost lost it that time. How did you survive? At that time you haven't 

met Xiao Jing yet." 

"Perseverance. But in the latest mania attack, I had suffered. I completely lost control. Thankfully I've 

met Jing'er." said the marshal and didn't even notice that a smile had appeared on his face when he 

spoke of his future mate. 

What the marshal didn't know was that Alula Celeste's eyes narrowed a bit when he saw him smile. No 

one knew what he was thinking about staring at Marshal Sirius with such a discerning gaze. 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓜 

'Hmm~ so the rumored demon king can smile like this...' Thoughts of Alula Celeste. 'He is indeed not bad 

but I need the extent of his feeling for my little darling.' 

The Marshal says, "Please tell me things straight to the point. Since Jing'er says you sir is his grandfather, 

this Sirius shall treat sir the same way as Jing'er does." 

"You believe anything Xiao Jing tells you. What would you do if I happened to be a double agent and 

send the news about you being alive to the Zerg Race so they could kill you? Would you still believe in 

me by then?" said Alula Celeste. 

"I do not believe you or anyone. Not the Federation, not the Altair Clan or the Feng Clan, and never the 

Imperial Clan itself. I only believe in the words of my beloved. If Jing'er says you are his family then I will 

treat you like one. But if you are his enemy then... I would kill you no matter what the consequences 

are." declared Marshal Sirius. 



Silence once again descended in the room. 

The two had exchanged gaze at each other, there was a swirling pressure and tension inside the 

chamber exchange between the two. With much of that pressure spreading in the area, Roi, the black 

dragon king approached his master and stood behind him with a menacing atmosphere around him. 

Obviously, this huge dragon would definitely attack the person in front of his master as long as the 

Marshal commanded it to. 

Chapter 318: 8.45 First Blue Star - Bloodlines 

Inside the Queen Bee's Chamber. 

Spiritual energy swirling uncontrollably within the room. A strong energy of the world is being controlled 

by the two men inside the chamber, trying to overpower each other. The whole beehive started to once 

again shake from the tremors of their overwhelming spiritual energies these two had gathered in one 

place. 

"Not bad. For a Sentinel to have this much control over the world's energy. No wonder they considered 

you the strongest Sentinel there is." 

"Thank you for your praise, elder," responded Marshal Sirius. 

Alula Celeste suddenly spoke something that made Marshal Sirius's concentration flatter. 

"But... you do know that Xiao Jing hasn't completely left the hive yet?" said Alula Celeste and felt that 

the youngest yet strongest Marshal before him suddenly lessen his control over the world energy which 

made him completely vulnerable towards the spiritual energy under the control of the old soldier in 

front of him. 

Of course, he doesn't care, instead, he moves the world energy in his control to check the whole beehive 

and look for Feng Jing. He is afraid that his little lover would be harmed by the clashes of energy 

between the two of them. 

Alula Celeste's thoughts, 'He pulled back the energy he used to bare his fangs on me and used it to check 

the whole beehive opening his back to me. So he wasn't lying when he said that his top priority is Feng 

Jing and that... he is willing to trust the people Feng Jing had vouch for. Hm~' 

Thinking about this, this old grandfather smiled in joy. It seems for him he is happier knowing that their 

beloved little darling had found the right man to love. Someone who is willing to fight against the whole 

world just to protect his beloved. Alula Celeste never expected the youngest Marshal who is notorious 

for his cruelty on the battlefield and cold demeanor to be like a loyal dog towards his most precious 

person. 

He watched as the young sentinel's face before him slowly turned grumpy and looked at him like he 

wronged him. 

"Old man, you are lying. Jing'er is no longer in the beehive. Scaring me for no reason." complained 

Marshal Sirius. 

Thoughts of Alula Celeste, 'He is good but still rude. This brat would definitely not get along with A'Lan 

with both their tempers short towards the others except their lovers...' 



A gentle smile finally appeared on Alula Celeste's face, his handsome features enhanced as there is real 

joy within those emerald irises. 

"Sirius. I will call you that as an elder. You can call me Grandfather Celes like Xiao Jing does. There is 

something this old man needs you to do for me. Are you willing to listen?" asked Alula Celeste. 

Marshal Sirius gestured he would listen so Alula Celeste freely talked about the secrets of the Interstellar 

Federation. 

Alula Celeste, "Child, first let grandfather apologize for my partner, Janus Stellan's attempts on your life. 

This... he is trying to hurry a bit too much lately that he had forgotten our real goal." 

"Please don't apologize, Grandpa Celes. Sirius understands that before meeting Jing'er I am nothing but 

a stranger to the Fengs and to your side." said the marshal. 

"I want to ask you to meet Stellan instead of Xiao Jing. You do know that their relationship on the 

surface was sour right? But this is only a facade to keep the eyes of the spies away from the Fengs. 

Those who forced the Feng Clan to sign the Sealing order about my existence are the remaining elders in 

the upper echelons of the Federation who hid the fact of my existence. They are on our side. After all, 

once the spies in the federation learned about me, they would know that I am a spy sent by the 

Federation to the Zerg Royalty to infiltrate." explained Alula Celeste. 

A confused expression on Marshal Sirius appeared, he was looking at Alula Celeste from top to bottom 

looking at how he can sneak into the royal tower despite being a human. All he learned about Alula 

Celeste from the remaining records is that his whole clan had a special bloodline skill like the Phoenix 

Clan. Seeing the weird expression on Altair Sirius, Alula Celeste could somewhat guess what he was 

thinking about. 

Alula Celeste chuckles and said, "You wanted to know how I am able to pretend as a zerg despite being a 

human being don't you, Sirius?" 

The Marshal nodded his head in agreement. 

"The reason for that is simple. But it is better to show you why instead," said Alula Celeste as he stood 

up from his seat and stood in the open area. After summoning his quantum beast, a huge blue butterfly, 

Marshal Sirius watches them as they suddenly merge into one. 

On Alula Celeste's back, a huge pair of blue butterfly wings appeared, there are even some butterfly 

features on him. Like the pair of antennae on the top of his head and his irises turning emerald solid 

eyes like those in butterflies. In this form, if the marshal didn't witness the merging process, he would 

definitely think that Alula Celeste is a Zerg. Not only an ordinary zerg but a full humanoid zerg which is 

ranked within the royalty. 

Marshal Sirius murmured, "This... is this for real?" 

"Yes. I use this form to fool the Zerg Race into thinking that I am one of them. My other clan members 

were undercover in the other Kings and Queen's units. While those who couldn't transform were all 

under the Janus Clan protected and hidden by Stellan from the eyes of others. 



The only ones who knew about this are the Janus and Feng Clan. Even the royal family of the Oberion 

Empire wasn't informed. They didn't know about my clan's special bloodline skill and my race's quantum 

beasts are all butterflies," explained Alula Celeste. 

The Marshal suddenly recalled all the zergs he had killed from over the decade. He wanted to remember 

if he killed a butterfly-type zerg from before. Knowing what was running in his mind, Alula Celeste had to 

say some comforting things. 

Alula Celeste said, "No need to worry. Even if you killed an Alula Clan member during the war, we 

wouldn't blame you. This is our role as spies. We are willing to die for the protection of the land where 

our family lives. Moreover, I was about to order a retreat. After all, we had already spent a whole 

decade on their side and gathered enough information and resources about the Zergs. 

We only need to clean up the spies in the Interstellar Federation and in the Oberion Empire before 

initiating a plan to kill the Imperial couples of the Zerg Royal Family. Right now, because of your 

assassination attempt to the Second Empress, she is now about to die due to our plans of poisoning her 

after she got injured. The only bad thing about this is that..." 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝚖 

"The Zergs under the command of the Second Emperor and Second Empress would definitely target 

me?" said Marshal Sirius as he is a smart man himself, he could understand that his fame is so clear that 

even the enemies hated him to their bones. 

Alula Celeste, "Sorry. When we did this, I didn't know you would become Xiao Jing's other half..." 

"Please do not worry, Grandpa Celes. The Zerg is the enemy of the whole human race. I do not mind 

being the target. Only... Jing'er would be in danger as well. This is what I am worried about." said Altair 

Sirius. 

Alula Celeste scolded, "Are you stupid?! Did you not know that the pure the Phoenix blood is the 

stronger their bloodline skill? And among the Feng Clan direct family members, Xiao Jing happened to 

possess the purest and strongest bloodline of the Phoenix. Feng Clan's special ability is 'Rebirth' but that 

isn't the only bloodline Xiao Jing had awakened. He also had the dragon king bloodline of his mother and 

an Ice bloodline of A Xue. When it comes to survival, his abilities are a cut above yours. 

Actually, you should get married as soon as possible. After you share a permanent mark, as a Feng Clan's 

other half you should be able to receive the blessing of a Phoenix." 

"Blessing of the Phoenix?" asked Marshal Sirius. 

"Child, did you not know anything about the background of your lover's family?" 

"I only know about their special bloodline skill 'Rebirth', something that would allow them to come back 

to life even after death for three times." answered the marshal. 

Alula Celeste deactivated his merging with his quantum beast and sat back down on the couch in front 

of Marshal Sirius. 

Then he said, "There is also that but the limit of three times is fake. Don't you know that in the whole 

Empire the oldest is Feng Xuan? He was already 500 years old when he married A'Xue. The family of 

Phoenix is the oldest and noblest clan in the whole Interstellar world. Why? This is because they are half 



immortals. They could only die at the age of a Millennia. But even then during the reincarnation process, 

they would still be reborn in the Feng Clan. Of course, without the memories of their past life. But there 

is an exception to that, those with the purest bloodline are considered immortal. Unless Planet Oberion 

is destroyed, the Phoenix Clan would exist forever." 

The lifespan of the people in this world is longer than usual. For ordinary unawakened ones, they are 

able to live to 200 years. Awakened ones can live to 500 years. There are four special bloodlines: 

Phoenix (Feng), Altair (Dragon), Lin (White Tiger), and the Navi (Black Turtle). Among these four clans, 

only two are unique. The Phoenix and Dragon Clans. 

The Dragon clan can live for 800 years at the original and would increase as long as they get stronger. 

They possess the strongest strength and intelligence. Their special ability is to control time and space. 

The Phoenix Clan can live up to 1000 years. With their special ability is rebirth. In short, they could 

revive their Ancestral Nest every time they died but no one aside from the Phoenix Family knew where 

the Ancestral Nest was. Others considered them as an immortal clan but their capabilities are still lower 

than that of the dragon clan. 

The White Tiger Clan's purest bloodline is lost but their current descendant the Lin Clan able to use half 

of their special bloodline. Their lifespan can last 500 to 700 years. Their special skill is berserk. They are 

stronger during the full moon, only during this time, they could even contend with someone from the 

Altair family. 

The Black turtle Clan is already extinct but their name is being used by the Snake Clan, the Navi. There is 

nothing special about the Navi Clan except for a bit of dragon king bloodline in their veins. They live a 

lifespan of 350 years at most. 

As for the other clan bloodline like the Regulus Family who possess the bloodline of Lions, they aren't 

that special but their skill is quite strong. They are able to use the King's Spirit. It is because of this that 

they are the strongest among the other clans except for the Phoenix and Dragon Clan. 

[A/n: In case others forget. I will summarize the clans with special bloodlines. 

Phoenix Clan (Feng) 

Lifespan: 1000 years 

Special Skill: Rebirth 

Element: Fire 

Dragon Clan (Altair (Purest), Drake (Mid), and Navi (Lowest)) 

Lifespan: 800 to 1000 years 

Special Skill: 

(Purest Bloodline) -? Time and Space. [Peak Strength, Spirit, and Intelligence.] 

(Half-Blood) - Strong Physique, High Spirit and Intelligence 

(Quarter Bloodline) - Poison and High Intelligence 



Element: Fire, Space, Time, and Poison 

White Tiger Clan (Lin Clan (Half-blood)) 

Lifespan: 500 to 700 years 

Special Skill: Berserk 

Element: Wind 

(Extinct) Black Turtle Clan (Navi Clan [In name only]) 

Lifespan: 300 years 

Special Skill: Extreme Poison 

Element: Poison 

Other Clans: 

Lion Clan (Regulus): Special Skill - King's Spirit 

Ice Clan (Xue): Special Skill - Eternal Ice 

Butterfly Clan (Alula): Special Skill - Merge 

Bird Clan (Tang): Special Skill - Fly] 

Chapter 319: 8.46 First Blue Star - Accumulated Kill Points 

Alula Celeste explained the distinction of clans with special bloodlines with Marshal Sirius. This is the 

result of his research while he is still in school. Alula Celeste had loved researching Quantum Beasts and 

bloodlines. This is the reason why he knew lots about things about the background of the four great 

clans and even the imperial family. Within the conversation between Alula Celeste and Marshal Sirius, 

things that the Federations try to hide and the truth behind the events from before were all cleared up. 

They spend more time talking about the future plans on how to defeat the Zerg Race. They didn't even 

notice that outside this beehive chamber, the sun had longed set and the night had already descended. 

Meanwhile at the hidden campsite of Feng Jing's group. 

Lin Yven and everyone else we're busy making dinner for the whole group while waiting for the others 

to return. Wu Liu and Si Shen were helping Lin Yven to cook the rice and soup. The Shi brothers were at 

the pond washing the plates and utensils for dinner preparations. Han Ling and Qu Yul were tasked to 

look after the roasting of various meat at the bonfire. They were roasting some beef, pork, and chicken 

over the fire. Qu Yul is seriously watching the roasting chicken he is cooking over the fire. While 

Handling is already drooling while watching over the barbeque meat he is tasked to look after. 

Drools~ slurps... drooling~ 

Shi Wen who saw Han Ling drooling, "Woa~ your saliva. Watch your saliva, A'Ling!" 

"Brother where is the towel to dry the plates?" asked Shi Lou. 

Shi Wen replied, "I have it here. Wait, let me help you with that too." 



Qu Yul frowned and lightly kicked his friend beside him. 

Kicked! 

Ow~ 

"Ling, you idiot! Wipe your drool, it's almost falling on the meat!" scolded Qu Yul. 

Han Ling sat back after he was kicked and wipes his drool over his sleeves and complains, "B-But~ I'm 

already hungry~" 

"Snack on jerky!" said Qu Yul. 

"Eh~ okay~," said Han Ling, who took out a bag of jerky to share with Qu Yul. 

Their guides, Wu Liu and Si Shen approached the two and gave them a bowl of soup they were cooking. 

Si Shen said as he passed it to his partner, Qu Yul, "Drink this first to remove the hunger." 

"Thanks, Shen'er," said Qu Yul. 

"Wait for a bit more, Ge. Once everyone returned to the camp we can start eating together," said Wu 

Liu to Han Ling 

Han Ling happily received the bowl of soup from his lover and gave him a kiss on his cheeks which made 

Wu Liu blush like a red tomato. 

"Thank you, baby. I know you love me the most!" said Han Ling as he drank the soup like a hungry wolf. 

Wu Liu stutters his words due to embarrassment and even hits his lover's back in embarrassment, "You! 

Watch what you are doing!? We're in public!" 

Qu Yul, Si Shen, and Lin Yven were giving the two a teasing smile making Wu Liu's face even redder while 

Han Ling is used to their friend's teasing and just hugged his shy lover making Wu Liu hide his face on 

Han Ling's chest while hugging him. 

Han Ling said while laughing, "Hahaha~ okay that's enough. You know my wife's face is too thin-

skinned... Oww!!!" he was pinched on the waist by Wu Liu. 

HAHAHA~ another round of laughter resounds in the area. While they were laughing their asses out, 

they finally heard their seniors' voices who just returned to the camp and witnessed them laughing. 

Qu Yeon has a smile on his face when he and the rest regroup with the rest. 

"You guys are having fun with us," said Tang San. 

Tang Yi said after observing the state of the five in the group. "It's good that none of you are hurt." 

Qu Yul and Han Ling noticed that their brothers' articles of clothing are too clean as if they haven't 

fought with any zerg for today but they also noticed that they were wearing different clothing from 

what they normally wear. They were all wearing clothes worn when one rides a mecha. 

Qu Yul asked, "Dage, you've used your mecha?" 



"Oh, you guys are wearing your mecha armor! Did you really use your mechas!?" asked Han Ling with an 

envious gaze. 

Shi Lou and Shi Wen welcomed them. 

"Welcome back. Give us your armor and we'll get it clean and purified after dinner," said Shi Lou. 

Shi Wen said, "Take a rest first. Dinner would be served when Lord Jing returns." 

Qu Yeon and the rest of the seniors nodded. Solaris Vega comes running towards Lin Yven for a hug. He 

was closest to Lin Yven as they are childhood friends. 

"Wua~ Yven~ I saw a Guardian Class Zerg firsthand. It's really huge, even bigger than a 3 floored 

building!" said Solaris Vega. 

Lin Yven hugged back this innocent baby and comforted him. "Calm down, didn't you guys defeat it 

already. You did great Xiao Vega," he said. 

Xue Ran averted his eyes at this scene. He is jealous that Solaris Vega isn't timid towards Lin Yven and 

Feng Jing but a bit careful around him. Lin Yven flashes a smirk towards Xue Ran as he knows that this 

person is interested in his little cabbage. Unfortunately, he and the leader wouldn't be willing to give 

away this little genius. Well at least until their little cabbage reached the right age for marriage. 

Moreover, Solaris Vega is an orphan who enters the First Military Academy in scholarship after he 

graduated the Feng Clan had decided to adopt him upon Feng Jing's request. Lin Yven at the beginning 

was planning to ask his family to adopt Solaris Vega but in this event him being a Mechanic Genius had 

already spread there would be Clans stronger than his Lin Clan who would want him. Thankfully, their 

leader, Feng Jing, likes Vega a lot and doted on him the same way he does. Solaris Vage should enter a 

clan that will treat him as a family than a tool for military use. 

Qu Yeon and the rest joined the others around the bonfire and told them what happened in the 

guardian bee zergs chamber. When they learned that zergs are able to enter a sleep state for meditating 

training they were stunned. But was even more astonished when their seniors said there is a real 

Guardian class Zerg living in that beehive. 

Han Ling exclaimed, "You guys fought a real Guardian Class Zerg!? Ah~ so unfair I wanted to fight too!!!" 

The Tang twins pats his shoulders and said, "You'll get your fun when we enter the Central Region." 

"Actually we also think there's a royal class zerg in the beehive. This is why Lord Jing separated from us," 

said Tang Si in a whispering tone. The group is still hiding the fact that the strongest person in their 

group is not Qu Yeon but Feng Jing, the real leader of this group. 

"T-Then did Lord Jing kill the Queen bee then!?" whispered Si Shen. 

Tang San replied, "Actually, we aren't sure. Should we check our group's KP points history?" 

"That could be checked! Why didn't you say so!?" said Tang Yi. 

Tang San said, "Wu~ don't hit me anymore." 



Everyone crowded and lowered their heads together in a circle. For those who didn't know what they 

were doing might think they are doing some kind of ritual when in reality they were only excited about 

their accumulated points and wanted to check their current points. Thus, they only decided to check 

their team's accumulated points in Qu Yeon's communicator. 

Qu Yeon, "I will open it up now okay. You guys should calm down. Don't over-react," It was only when 

he saw his teammates nod their heads that Qu Yeon made his move. 

Clicking the template for the KP Platform, the whole team saw a crown on their leader's name on the KP 

List board. They were once again ranked #1 with 188,000 Kill Points. The gap points between the first 

and second rank are almost 100,000 KP. The strongest senior team had collected 89,999 KP and ranked 

second to their group. 

Tang San screamed, "What the fuck!? 18------!Mmpf!!!" Everyone covered his loudmouthed teammate 

who wanted to shout their score to the world. 

"You idiot! Didn't Yeon say not to scream!?" scolded Tang Yi to his twin brother. 

But this high score left them stunned and speechless. Their score is too high to be compared to the 

Seniors of the academy who had long trained earlier than then and would become cadets as soon as 

they've graduated. They once again lowered their heads and converse silently. 

Tang Si said, "These points are too high. even if we added the 50,000 KP we got from killing the Guardian 

Class zerg from before there is no way we could get more than 100,000 KP points in just two days." 

"Check the points history. We should be allowed to see our group's points of history, right?" said Xue 

Ran. 

Qu Yeon nodded his head and opened their KP list of history. As they opened the records the latest one 

is the record of Qu Yeon's group defeating the Guardian class zergs then the four high class zerg they 

found sleeping at the chamber. Next is the tons of list of low and middle level zergs Qu Yul and his small 

team had massacred then Lin Yven's name who killed two middle class zerg guarding the door to the 

warehouse and the groups of high leveled ones protecting the warehouse secretly inside which he was 

able to put to sleep thanks to the concoction from his friend, Vega. 

Solaris Vega said, "You've killed high-level zergs alone, Yven! Your amazing~" 

"This is thanks to the sleeping concoction you ask me to bring just in case. I threw some inside for 

thorough checking just in case there are guards inside. I was also surprised to see there are really 

shadow-type zergs inside. I killed them while they were asleep." said Lin Yven. 

Bai Yuyan said, "You're brave. You are alone at that time but thankfully you're cautious as always." 

"You do know that I'm quite a cautious person. I also work as a scout before. It's just a usual routine for 

me." said Lin Yven with a smile. 

Qu Yeon said, "Since you have scouting experience we can let you do some scouting next time as well. 

You don't mind?" 

"It will be an honor. As long as you trust me, I will do my best," replied Lin Yven. 



Tang Si said, "Good. Now we won't have to worry. With an experienced scout in the group, traps would 

no longer be a problem. We usually let my brothers check the surroundings but they aren't real scouts 

but vanguard so they would sometimes step on traps." 

"Hehehe~ Well who would know there would be a trap in such a normal place. I couldn't even see 

anything weird when moving forward that time," said Tang San while scratching his head. 

While the others were having a conversation, the Shi brothers and the rest were checking the records of 

their KP, they suddenly exclaimed and got everyone's attention. 

"FOUND IT!" 

Han Ling said, "W-What did you find for you to shout in-group like that!?" 

"Ge, here. Look here. The next ones are the records of the leader's kills!" said Wu Liu while pointing at 

the records where Feng Jing's killings are recorded. 

Everyone was speechless when they saw the records of deaths for countless middle and high-level zergs. 

Moreover, according to the record, the duration of their fight is only a split second. In short, these zergs 

were all killed in one attack from Feng Jing. 

Qu Yul commented, "There's this much high-level zerg on the way to the Queen bee's chambers." 

"This is normal. That's the Queen's room, there is no way it wouldn't have High class zergs as guards 

while the main guards were asleep," said Xue Ran. 

Tang Yi commented, "No wonder those four Bee Guards were asleep." 

"This... look at this!" said Bai Yuyan as he saw what they were looking for. It's the death record for the 

Queen Bee. 

Tang Si said, "As expected she is a royal ranked one. But for Lord Jing to defeat her in a manner for a few 

minutes, this.... is this for real?" 

"It's real. My lord's bloodline isn't for show. He can use both the bloodline skill of Feng and Xue Clan." 

said Feng Wu. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

Xue Ran said, "Is this true!? Even the Xue's special bloodline!?" 

"Yes. He can use it even before he awakens," said Feng Wu. 

Then silence once again descended in the area. They were both speechless in awe and disbelief. 

Chapter 320: 8.47 First Blue Star - There is no such thing as coincidence. 

Silence descended in the campsite as if an angel had come to visit the group and prayed for her arrival. 

But in reality, everyone is staring at the killing records of their team leader who hasn't returned to their 

group. They were stunned by the fact that such a young and delicate looking beautiful person to be an 

extremely powerful soldier who could even defeat a royal class zergs on his own. 

Tang San whispered, "Our Big boss is so amazing! He can kill a royal class zerg on his own!" 



"In First Military Academy, he was infamous for being trash who failed to awaken, who would have 

thought that is nothing but a piece of fake news and he is an awakened person who is stronger than any 

of us. Rumors aren't completely true as always," said Tang Yi. 

Tang Si asked, "By the way is Lord Jing a Sentinel or a Guide?" 

When this question is asked they've all looked at Feng Wu and Bai Yuyan who are Feng Jing's aides. Bai 

Yuyan looked uncomfortable and moved his gaze to see Fang Wu's reaction. He knows that they are a 

group but Feng Jing's case is really a secret. So he doesn't know if he is allowed to say anything about his 

young lord. 

Feng Wu who knew about his lord's unconcerned attitude towards anything except his husband knew 

that he wouldn't mind if he told them about him. 

"My lord is an awakened SSS Guide," said Feng Wu in an undertone voice. 

Everyone had become speechless with what they had learned. Most of them had overreacted, especially 

Han Ling and the Tang Twins. Both their eyes and mouth were widened enough for their eyes to fall off 

and for an egg to fit in their mouths. The others are not that different either, some even covered their 

mouth to stop a gasp or scream from coming out their mouths. Only Solaris Vega remained confused 

with his innocent eyes looking at his other teammates. 

Tang San couldn't hold back a curse in shock, "What the fuc--!!!" 

"Hiss~ For real!?" exclaimed Tang Si. 

Qu Yeon said, "Shss~ don't let the other's hear!" 

"I... I expected him to be like that but this... even I didn't expect this," said Tang Si. 

Han Ling said, "I only know Lord Jing is strong but not to this extent. No wonder he would look around 

somewhere and just smile." 

"I thought he was pointing some random directions at first. To think he already knows most of the 

things. Did he already know about this beehive? Moreover, did he send me to a group going to the east 

forest in the outer region because he knew my brother was there?" said Qu Yul. 

Bai Yuyan said, "Now that you said this. I just remembered that I told Xiao Jing about the teams for the 

hunting tasks. He also suggested putting Yul and A'Liu to A'Wu's team since he's going to the east 

forest." 

With this question of Qu Yul and words from Bai Yuyan, everyone was rendered speechless. If they 

recalled everything their leader, Feng Jing, had done right from the first day they had stepped on this 

planet. They could remember him looking around the place with a smile. Then he suddenly suggested 

that they make their campsite need the river even though no one had checked through what was living 

within those waters. He also immediately ran towards the river while they were in a meeting. 

At that time everyone thought he wanted to play his role as a salted fish, but it seems he had gone to 

the river and was scared of whatever was living there and had to secure the water source for their 

group. 



Lin Yven said, "This... doesn't follow the route we are following most of the time, something Etoile had 

suggested. Don't tell me we've been taking the safest route this whole time." 

"This hidden campsite too. Isn't this something Lord Jing had found randomly as well," said Shi Wen. 

Shi Lou said, "Too much coincidence is impossible right?" 

SILENCE~ 

It was at that moment that they heard the voice registered in their minds, the owner of all coincidence 

since the beginning of the competition. 

Feng Jing who checked the soup over the fire said, "Hey~ the soup is burning~~" 

Everyone called, "LEADER!" 

Holding a ladle of soup, "Oh? Is there a problem?" asked Feng Jing with a clear gaze. 

Those garnets like irises glow under the moonlight. Giving the feeling of someone staring at you but 

unable to comprehend what he wanted. His slightly upturned lips were natural as if nothing in this world 

could make him feel pressured. Everyone didn't realize that they had fallen in a daze seeing the 

beautiful man in front of them. Regardless of whether they are an ordinary person, a guide, or a 

sentinel, no one could deny that Feng Jing's current vessel possesses a beauty above class within the 

empire. Plus when Feng Jing took over, some of his original features like his phoenix-shaped eyes had 

merged with the current one. Making his beauty a bit otherworldly. 

Bai Yuyan murmured, "Wow~ you are really pretty Xiao Jing!" he said as he suddenly jumped on him and 

hugged Feng Jing out of nowhere. 

Feng Wu had to work hard to pull him off his lord as he knew that, that demon incarnate, that overly 

jealous Lord God is definitely watching. Bai Yuyan would definitely get punished by that demon king 

once he saw this scene. 

"Thanks, A'Yu. You're pretty yourself too~" said Feng Jing.  

Next, Solaris Vega came running towards Feng Jing as well. As if a chick found his mother hen. He hovers 

around Feng Jing and Bai Yuyan until he decides to hug Feng Jing's arm like a child. He looks foolish and 

adorable. But unlike Feng Jing's acting, this child is a real innocent and silly boy. 

Solaris Vega said, "Leader~ we fought that guardian class zerg. I wasn't able to help much but~" 

"No. You did the most Xiao Vega. The weapons the mechas the seniors have used had been adjusted to 

the peak of its extent by you. That is your hardest work and it was the most helpful. You can even allow 

Senior Xue's bloodline to be used with his weapon. No one is able to do so easily but you did. Our Xiao 

Vega is a little genius ba~" said Feng Jing while patting Solaris Vega's head. 

Xue Ran approached Vega as well and praised him at the same time. 

"Lord Jing is right. You did good, Vega," said Xue Ran. The seniors had all agreed that the weapons 

adjustment Solaris Vega is a genius work. They were all grateful for him. 

Giggles~ 



Solaris Vega giggled upon hearing his seniors' and leader's praises. This is the first time he had shared 

the result of his works. In the First Military Academy, his works were never praised. Some of it was even 

stolen. Moreover, because he is an orphan with no background, lastly those young masters from noble 

bloodlines like to bully him. Some were even forceful like Navi Nash. 

Thankfully, Feng Jing saved him countless times. It was because of this that Solaris Vega really likes being 

with Feng Jing because for him he is not only his savior but also his idol. When the rumors about Feng 

Jing failing to awaken as a guide spread in their school, he had decided to join the group his idol had 

made regardless of how Lin Yven tried to stop him. In the end, the two of them had joined the little 

group Feng Jing had made. 

The situation right now is more comfortable than before. Him being able to spend time and hard work 

to help his idol while enjoying the hobby of making his gadgets. There is always someone to accompany 

him when he wants to try his invention and someone who is willing to protect him all the time. 

Feng Wu who finally pulled off the two on his lord respectfully saluted and said, "Reporting! We had 

completed all of the tasks for today and defeated the Guardian Class Zerg who popped out." 

Everyone followed Feng Wu's gesture and saluted Feng Jing. They were all looking at their leader 

collectively showing their respect. 

Feng Jing nodded his head and said, "You did great. We will continue our hunt tomorrow. Senior Wen 

and Senior Lou would be joining us. For now, let's enjoy our dinner ba~" 

"Yes, Leader!" 

While this team is enjoying their dinner party for that night, their 100k plus KP has been announced to 

every participant of the event. 

[World Announcement: Congratulations to Team Leader Feng Jing and his teams for achieving 188,000 

KP. They had accumulated the highest Kill Points within two days and achieved the Achievement of 

defeating a Guardian Class and Royal Class Zerg in the Middle Region.] 

Everyone from the other teams had different kinds of reactions. Those who hated Feng Jing and his 

team had it worse. From the campsite led by the team of Prince Rigel, Prince Naja had already thrown 

most of his things inside his tent. His aide and servants were all crouching afraid of getting hit by 

random things their master was throwing around. 

"What the hell!? This is impossible! 188,000KP in two days!? There is no way they could do that. They 

even defeat a Guardian and Royal Class!? What the hell is this joke!? That is only a group made up of 

commoners!! They are just trash! Trash!!! ARRRGHHH!!!" 

Sounds of glasses breaking. Sounds of metal-made materials clanging all around and even the sound of 

clothes ripping echoes from within the tent of Prince Naja but no one, even his most beloved cousin, is 

helping him to calm down. The shock of someone killing a guardian class zerg is already surprising and 

now they are saying they also defeated a royal class zerg! This is unbelievable. 

At the main camp of Prince Rigel. 

His main members except Prince Naja had gathered. 



"Arara~ your cousin is destroying everything. Aren't you going to calm him down?" 

Prince Rigel replied, "No need. He would stop once he is tired. This is more important. We are losing to 

them and the final three days haven't started yet. The first team already has 188,000 KP. What do you 

think we should do right now?" 

"Who would think that there are really Guardian class and Royal class zergs in the middle region. They 

just got lucky." 

"We had ignored that beehive because no one was able to scout inside. To think there is a guardian and 

royal zerg in there. How did they know?" 

"According to the information, the highest guide in their team is someone from the Feng Clan. He seems 

to be the aide of Young Lord Feng Jing. The name is Feng Wu, SS ranked Guide." 

"You think he was able to see through that beehive. I am also a SS ranked Guide but was unable to see 

through that damn beehive!!" 

"Calm down. We also know about that. But there is a genius inventor and mechanic in that group. He 

must have made some special drone and used it to survey the hive. Your Highness Rigel, we should 

invite that little genius to our team!" 

"But that genius is only an ordinary person, would it be worth it?" 

Prince Rigel spoke, "It is a question of whether my Imperial Uncle would let the kid go. You've seen it 

from the recording right? He likes that child a lot." 

"So what? Isn't the Young Lord Feng a failure? He is the only trash who wasn't able to awaken as a 

guide!" 

Prince Rigel spoke, "Watch your mouth, Vern. My Imperial Uncle might be an unawakened one but... he 

is still Feng and My Royal Uncle's beloved brother. Do you want to offend the Crowned King?" 

"Ugh! Sorry, your highness..." 

"But things cannot end like this, your highness. Please let me try talking with the little genius. I might be 

able to persuade him." said a man wearing glasses. His name is Sylvan Hart. A member of the royal 

knights from the Imperial Palace and serves the royal bloodline. He is an orphan who was adopted into 

the palace for his talent. An SS+ ranked Guide. 

Prince Rigel stared at this subordinate of his with a calm gaze. He had always hated this man for being 

someone of common birth. If not for the fact that it was his father's orders to let Silven Hart follow him, 

he wouldn't even accept a person with no background within his royal knights. 

Regulus Rigel spoke, "Then... do as you are supposed to do." 

"As you commanded, Your highness," said Sylvan Hart before walking out of the main tent. 

 


